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Straight Talk

A recent BBC television series by world-renowned broadcaster and natural 

historian Sir David Attenborough, entitled A Perfect Planet, summed up 

succinctly why a healthy ocean is vital for a healthy planet.

But with the shipping industry accounting for more than a billion tons of 

greenhouse gas emissions every year, there has never been more need for 

urgency in tackling this ticking timebomb.

However, the maritime sector is undoubtedly lagging behind other industries 

such as aviation and automotive, with ship owners facing increasing pressure 

to sharpen their environmental performance, driven by the IMO target to halve 

greenhouse gas emissions from shipping by 2050.

It was therefore positive to see the Cyprus Shipping Deputy Ministry recently 

launch a new green incentives programme promising tonnage tax reductions of 

up to 30% for vessels that can demonstrate effective emissions reductions (see 

page 10), ensuring ship owners are rewarded for sustainable shipping efforts. 

And, all the while the energy sector is developing new alternatives that will help 

massively in the GHG reduction (see our Future Fuels feature on page 62).

Green finance is also a growth area with many projects lending themselves to 

being financed with green finance and we are seeing an increase in the volume of 

institutions and organisations who particularly want to lend to green projects. 

But all of this will be in vain if owners and operators do not get onboard and 

invest in a greener future.

As Lord Jeffrey Mountevans, Chairman, Maritime London and Chairman 

of the London International Shipping Week 2021 Board of Advisors, 

acknowledged in our special UK Report (page 24) “We know we can do better, 

and we know we will do better.”

Let’s just hope that the focus and determination which the industry has shown 

in fire-fighting the COVID-19 pandemic can also be directed at maintaining our 

‘Perfect Planet’. (And, if you have not watched Sir David’s new series, I thoroughly 

recommend it!)

Happy reading

Our Perfect 
Planet
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Cyprus launches new Green 
Incentives programme with  
tonnage tax reductions of up to 30%

The mindset of the shipping community needs to 

change, Vassilios Demetriades (pictured), Cyprus 

Shipping Deputy Minister warned  as he launched 

a new green incentives programme promising tonnage tax 

reductions of up to 30% for vessels that can demonstrate 

effective emissions reductions.

The Cyprus Shipping Deputy Ministry (SDM) pledged that 

from fiscal year 2021, annual tonnage tax will be reduced by up 

to 30% for each vessel that demonstrates proactive measures 

to reduce its environmental impact, ensuring ship owners are 

rewarded for sustainable shipping efforts. 

“Climate change is not an original issue. It is always our 

determination to be ambitious and make that change but we 

need to convince the shipping community,” he said at the 

recent launch.

“The Green Incentives programme serves this purpose. 

It’s a sign from Cyprus that we are not only raising our voice, 

contributing to the EU and global maritime agenda on 

decarbonisation but we are playing our part to help the 

industry to cope, but to help the industry have a standard we 

have to change our mentality and shipping should be a sector 

that provides a meaningful contribution to climate change.”

The Cyprus SDM is a leading advocate for sustainable 

shipping. It believes broad and diverse measures are needed 

at both a global and regional level to achieve emissions 

reduction targets and a sustainable future for the industry. 

This includes the use of cleaner fuels, the deployment of the 

relevant fuel infrastructure, the electrification of ships, and the 

use of energy efficiency technologies. A combination of all of 

these options has the potential to improve the commercial 

and environmental sustainability of the sector, but it says ship 

owners need to be rewarded for investment in sustainable 

practices to accelerate uptake.

The Cyprus flag will provide a ‘discount’ on its Tonnage 

Tax System by comparing what emissions reductions 

are required of a vessel, with what it actually achieves. 

For example: EEDI - vessels that have achieved further 

reduction of their attained EEDI compared to the required 

EEDI (Regulation 20 / MARPOL ANNEX VI) will obtain 

the respective annual tonnage tax rebate of between 5 

-25%.  IMO DCS - the environmental incentive relating to 

the IMO Data Collection System (DCS) applies to ships of 

5,000 GT and above that comply with Regulation 22A of 

MARPOL ANNEX VI. Ships which demonstrate reduction 

of the total fuel oil consumption in relation to the distance 

travelled, compared to the immediately previous reporting 

period will obtain an annual tonnage tax rebate of between 

10-20%; Alternative fuels - vessels using an alternative fuel 

and achieving CO2 emissions reductions of at least 20% 

in comparison with traditional fuels will receive a rebate 

on annual tonnage tax of between 15 -30%. This will be 

reviewed on a case by case basis, following review of 

documents submitted from a class society.

Any vessel detained for any reason during PSC 

inspection, that violates any regulation of European 

Commission related to the environmental protection, or in 

laid-up condition (warm or cold) during the calendar year will 

not be eligible for the incentive.

Mr Demetriades, Cyprus Shipping Deputy Minister, 

added: “As a leading maritime nation, we have an obligation 

to support efforts in reducing GHG emissions. We believe 

that flag states are well positioned to support ship owners 

in making sustainable shipping choices which they can 

benefit from both operationally and financially. Striking 

the right balance between the green transformation and 

competitiveness is a challenge but also presents opportunities.

“Cyprus believes incentives such as this will encourage 

greater environmental sustainability across the global 

industry while also enhancing Maritime Europe’s competitive 

advantage in new green technologies. This creates 

opportunities for jobs and growth, providing a first-mover 

advantage to the EU shipping industry. Clear objectives for 

2030 and 2050 have been set by the IMO and all industry 

stakeholders must unite to create a clear pathway to achieve 

and exceed these goals.”

Mr Demetriades said he expected around a fifth of Cyprus’ 

fleet of over 1,000 oceangoing  ‘vessels to already be eligible 

for the Green Incentives tonnage tax system. l
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Inventory of Hazardous  
Materials (IHM)  
non-compliance is a  
hazard to be avoided

Climate change and damage to the environment 

is at the top of the agenda for nation states, 

corporations and financial institutions when forming 

policy decisions. The EU has focused on shipping to ensure 

that ship recycling occurs in the most environmentally 

safe way possible. Effective green recycling can only be 

achieved if the hazardous materials within the ship and 

equipment are known and recorded.  It is up to the ship 

owner or the ship manager to do so. 

The EU Ship Recycling Regulation (EU SRR) came in to 

force in 2013, it dictates that all ships, regardless of flag, 

calling at EU ports are required to carry an Inventory of 

Hazardous Materials (IHM). The IHM applies to all materials 

that are part of a ship’s structure as well as other fixed 

instruments throughout the ship’s hull. Since 2013, it has 

been an obligation of the responsible party of any vessel to 

keep a comprehensive and up to date log of all materials 

present. From December 2019, it is mandatory for the ship 

to hold a certificate of compliance with the regulation. This 

is no easy task! 

Hazardous material surveys must be arranged by the 

manager on all ships calling at an EU port. The surveyor will 

take a sample of the hazardous materials, and if satisfied, 

will issue a certificate of compliance. There are occasions 

when hazardous materials are known to be present but 

its location does not present an immediate risk so it is 

left alone. If a hazardous material is known to be present, 

it is important to advise the surveyor, so the risk can be 

assessed. It can take a surveyor a number of months to 

issue a certificate of compliance depending on the size and 

complexity of the ship.

Although there was a long time to prepare for the 

enforcement of the regulation in December 2019, many 

ships are still not compliant. To complicate matters further, 

COVID-19 has restricted access to those who could provide 

certification. Surveyors have struggled to get onboard ships 

to carry out an IHM survey. Thankfully, following the advice 

of classification societies, the European Commission has 

issued an extension on the deadline up until the end of 

June 2021. There is still time to get this done.

The manager cannot just arrange for an IHM and forget 

about it. It is crucial that the IHM is maintained throughout 

the life of the ship. A manager must ensure that every 

material in every part of the ship that would fall within 

the scope of the regulations, including new materials are 

recorded. Material declarations must therefore be obtained 

from all vendors when purchasing a part for the ship and 

that material logged in the IHM. 

A Port State may ask to see the IHM upon a ship’s call. 

In June 2021, when the extension expires for compliance, if 

the ship is still not compliant it could face fines, detention 

at the port or exclusion from the ports or offshore terminals 

under the jurisdiction of the Port State. If this is as a result 

of the ship manager’s failure to put in place adequate 

procedures for compliance, the owner will recover their 

losses against them. 

If not already done it is vital that ship managers arrange for 

IHM surveys to be carried out to avoid non-compliance. l

By Barnaby Jordan,  
Account Executive, ITIC
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Pandemic broadens portfolio for 
crew change specialists

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on crew 

changes has forced one company to think 

outside the box and has enabled it to expand 

its business to cope with the continuing problem  

of repatriation.

Rotterdam-based crew change specialists Boers Crew 

Services arranges crew changes in Northern Europe, 

covering the four largest ports – Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 

Antwerp and Hamburg.

Since the pandemic started in early 2020 it has 

been inundated with pleas from owners and manning 

agents to help get seafarers home amid the barrage of 

COVID-19 regulations and lack of flights.

“At the end of April no one was flying,” said co-CEO 

Peter Smit (pictured right with co-CEO Hans Boers). “We 

looked for a collaboration with some owners and tried 

to sell the idea of organising charter flights to get crew 

home. The owners were flabbergasted at first – no one 

had the idea. From that moment, the whole world came 

upon us because we were organising crew changes in 

Europe and no one else could. From that moment, it was 

a rollercoaster.”

With the amount of testing needed and seafarers 

having to isolate before boarding vessels, the 

company also set up a quarantine hotel in Rotterdam, 

to enable a seamless process. If there is also an 

infected ship, they can work with the health authorities 

to get the ship cleaned, take people into quarantine 

and test them. 

“It is still very complicated to do a crew change 

because you have to follow all kinds of regulations, 

stay in touch with the airlines, immigration, the health 

authorities, embassies – everyone to get the crew 

change done, but with the knowledge we have as 

crew change specialists, we are still able to do so,” 

said Mr Smit.

Though it has been a logistical headache, the 

pandemic saw Boers Crew Services double the volume of 

its business in 2020 compared to what it did in 2019.

“Our portfolio is much wider than it was,” said Mr 

Smit. “However, the process is now more complicated.”

He said though airlines were now flying, it was 

more difficult to get flights due to availability, so they 

were continuing with a blended approach.

The crew change process has also come at greater 

cost to the owner. “When you compare the cost of a 

crew change with 2019, I think it has tripled in price,” 

said Mr Smit. “It now costs an average of around €3,000 

per crew member.”

However, due to the added complications, rotations 

are now at least six to eight months instead of the usual 

two to three months. “That puts a lot of pressure on the 

people onboard,” said Mr Smit.

If the COVID-19 rules are followed properly, he said, 

not many seafarers will be infected as they are effectively 

in quarantine while onboard. 

Mr Smit thinks the crew repatriation crisis will 

continue until at least October this year and believes it 

will herald the introduction of some new travel protocols.

“The world is changing very rapidly, and I think in 

the near future airlines will ask you for a serum test for 

antibodies before you board the flight,” he said.

“The good news is that we are doing very well, and 

we are able to get people home. It is very important that 

it is still doable. We are so pleased we can still get so 

many people home.” l
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Vessel operating costs rise at fastest pace 
in over a decade due to pandemic

Vessel operating costs rose at the fastest pace in over a 

decade in 2020, due to the impacts of COVID-19, according 

to Drewry’s Ship Operating Costs Annual Report.

The overall rise in opex across the whole year was 4.5%, and 

was the third year in succession that costs had risen in all sectors.

Martin Dixon, Drewry’s Head of Research Products, said it was 

the fastest paced growth seen in over a decade and described it as 

a “significant increase”.

Manning costs increased sharply in 2020 – 6.2% higher than 

in 2019 and the highest for 12 years – driven by high repatriation 

costs due to the pandemic, with higher costs expected to continue 

this year due to the ongoing situation with the pandemic.

Marine insurance is another area which has seen a big increase 

– 4% higher than in 2019 – due to the hardening  of the insurance 

market for P&I as it responds to losses, and with higher premiums 

expected for future years, an annual increase of 2.6% is expected 

up to the forecast end of 2025.

Stores and spares costs also rose sharply, by 3% on the 

previous year, driven by disruption in supplies logistics, due to the 

pandemic. However, there was some positivity with underlying 

lube costs falling by 2% in 2020 driven by lower crude oil prices and 

competition between suppliers.

The pandemic also impacted the repair and maintenance 

sector, with R & M costs accelerating by an above average 3% in 

2020, driven by a repair backlog at yards, which were forced to shut 

during the pandemic. These rising costs are expected to reduce as 

COVID-19 starts to unwind.

Management and administration costs saw a 2.3% – well 

above the normal increase – driven by increasing safety and 

environmental compliance spend, with cost reduction expected to 

be a key focus for vessel owners this year.

Mr Dixon said although opex costs had accelerated across all 

the main cargo carrying sectors in 2020, they were expected to 

soften this year if COVID-19 started to recede. The biggest risk to 

vessel opex, he said, was the fast-rising insurance costs, which are 

expected to accelerate.

However, operating cost increases will remain below inflation 

for the next five years. l

New safety guide for  
chemical tankers from ICS 

It is well known that the shipping 

industry sees the same type of 

incidents occurring time and 

time again. 

The International Chamber 

of Shipping has identified these 

areas and expanded the guidance 

on key safety issues, including 

enclosed space entry, risk 

assessments and PPE in the latest 

edition of its popular Tanker Safety 

Guide, Chemicals, designed to 

provide chemical tanker operators 

and crew with up-to-date best 

practice guidance for safe and 

pollution-free operations.  

The new edition has been 

simplified to make it easier to 

use - and hence more likely to 

be used. Techniques learned in 

the aviation industry have been 

incorporated to improve user 

experience of the checklists, 

and the industry’s greater 

understanding of human factors 

has been incorporated by the 

authors to make the messaging 

more relevant to the user, and 

consequently more effective.

The Tanker Safety Guide, 

Chemicals has been written 

to align more closely with the 

latest edition of ISGOTT (the 

International Safety Guide for Oil 

Tankers and Terminals) which was 

published last year. l
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Scores of the shipping industry’s top 

decision makers have gone through 

the doors of Copenhagen Business 

School over the last 20 years, to acquire 

the necessary skill sets to transform them 

into the business leaders of today and 

tomorrow.

Its Executive MBA in Shipping & 

Logistics programme, also known as 

the Blue MBA, is said to be one of the 

top MBAs in the industry and though 

it started back in 2001, its Director and 

well-known maritime figure, Irene Rosberg, 

still feels the same bursting pride at every 

graduation ceremony.

“For me, this has never been a job – it 

has been a passion,” said Ms Rosberg, who 

was head-hunted to take up the Director’s 

role just six weeks before the programme 

was first launched.

Coming from a maritime education, 

she says her research background coupled 

with her international network across 

the industry, provided all the necessary 

attributes to take up the post and since 

doing so, the programme has gone from 

strength to strength.

Designed for very busy individuals 

within shipping and shipping related 

industries, the student body comprises 

people in management from all walks of 

the industry, who can apply the learning 

through hands-on situations at work.

Normally delivered face to face at the 

CBS, the pandemic has seen a partial shift 

in the course to distance learning, which 

Ms Rosberg says is not ideal given the 

nature of the industry.

“Networking is the backbone of 

this industry, and of course you have to 

provide for that, so we are not so much 

for education online,” explained Ms 

Rosberg. “However, we have managed 

quite well, and we have carefully curated 

distance learning and introduced different 

flexible measures so our participants do 

not miss the advantage of networking with 

each other, even for the small part of our 

activities that we have moved temporarily 

on line.” 

Fortunately, the programme is run 

every second year and so there was not 

an intake for 2020, as the next intake is 

due this September. “We are hoping that 

the situation with the pandemic will have 

calmed down by then.”

Mr Rosberg said the COVID-19 crisis 

had taught us all a few lessons and will 

shape the content of the Blue MBA 

for years to come. The main lessons 

needed to be learned, she said, relate 

to what measures are needed to ensure 

sustainability in times of crisis.

“One of the major early impacts was 

the stranding of hundreds of seafarers 

at sea.  Let’s also not forget the port 

operations. They had to make reforms 

to keep trade flowing while also keeping 

people safe,” she said. “Of course, when 

you look at all these things, you have to 

really consider the best practices that 

emerge from these situations and how do 

we strengthen trade facilitation in the years 

to come so that we will not be in the same 

situation again.”

She added: “I believe one of the 

major lessons to be learned is the need to 

lean much more on modern technology 

and develop ways of harnessing it to 

the achievement of our goals. Modern 

technology and digitalisation are moving at 

great speed to take over almost everything 

we do in this industry and it will certainly 

require skill sets beyond the traditional 

seafaring abilities on which everyone had 

relied, to help break the conservative 

Irene Rosberg 
Programme Director, Executive 
MBA in Shipping & Logistics, 
Copenhagen Business School

SMI talks to industry leaders and asks the question
How do you keep up with the rigours of the shipping industry?

How I Work
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working and leadership practices that risk 

cutting the industry adrift from playing its full 

part in modern times.”

However, Ms Rosberg said despite 

the huge focus on digitalisation, it was 

important not to forget the key to the 

success of any organisation is its people. 

“People are the key, no matter how much 

you have to be digitalised. It’s important to 

invest in the people who are going to be 

running this industry – the industry is not 

going to be run by itself – and it is important 

that we see people get the right skill sets to 

do this work and stay ahead of the game.”

Ms Rosberg said one of the main 

contributing factors to the programme’s 

success was its relevance to the industry, 

and this has never been greater since 

the pandemic.  “We learn from what 

is happening in the industry and we 

see what the challenges are. We shall 

continue to work with the stakeholders 

and players in the industry to ensure we 

are keeping abreast of developments 

in maritime and translate those into our 

academic programme.

“Digitalisation is obviously one key 

area the programme is focusing on, but 

risk assessment is another area we are 

going to be looking at in a different way,” 

she said. “We are also looking at how we 

can be more sustainable by changing our 

procedures and our operations. We will 

also emphasise supply chain management, 

which is a very crucial part of this industry. 

If this pandemic showed us something, 

it is that this is the area we have to pay 

attention to.”

The diversity of students is also 

important for the programme, not only in 

terms of nationality and gender but also 

in terms of the segments of the industry 

represented in the student body.  We have 

fortunately covered all these three elements 

of diversity in our current class of 43 from 

20+ countries, with nine female participants 

and representation of all the different 

segments of the shipping and shipping 

related industries.

Just as important, she says, is the 

composition of each intake, making sure 

that every segment of the industry is 

represented in the classroom from ship 

owners and operators through to lawyers 

and financiers. 

“This diversity brings a different dynamic 

in the classroom which is second to none,” 

she explained. “People not only learn from 

their professors and lecturers but also from 

each other. This is an industry which has 

grown from what it was 20 years ago. It is an 

industry where it is not enough if you are an 

expert in one niche area. It is very important 

that you have a holistic view of what is 

happening in the industry.”

Hearing about what drives the success 

of the Blue MBA, what drives Irene 

Rosberg herself?

“I love what I do,” she said. “I take it 

personally when there is a failure and I’m 

really proud of it when it’s doing well. It 

has been hard work, but it has also been 

very rewarding.”

When she isn’t working hard to maintain 

the top position of the MBA, Ms Rosberg 

can be found painting, playing piano or 

taking a hike or a run. “I love to get out in 

the fresh air and clear my mind,” she said. l
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The UK’s departure from the EU opens the door 

to fresh opportunities within the maritime sector, 

according to the UK’s Maritime Minister, Robert 

Courts MP.

Mr Courts, who has been in the post since September when 

he replaced former Minister Kelly Tolhurst, also told SMI that UK 

and London remain in a very strong position to compete with 

the growth of clusters in the Middle East and East Asia where 

“global trade lanes have been shifting eastwards from some 

time now”.

“Our maritime professional services offering remains 

unparalleled,” he said. “We see this in the number of foreign 

companies coming to the UK to conduct business, and we have 

our strong business environment to thank for this.

“Our departure from the EU brings a whole host of new 

opportunities and 2021 marks a new era for the UK. We will 

continue to capitalise on our position in this renewed global 

order to grow and attract new customers and we look forward to 

doing business with our existing partners around the world.”

In terms of building on the UK’s successes in a post-Brexit 

environment, Mr Courts highlighted the UK’s proud history of 

shipbuilding and its “world class facilities” from Glasgow to 

Devon which will help the maritime industry move towards zero-

emissions. He also noted the Government’s continued support 

for research into new sustainable fuels and the exploration 

towards automated vessels.

“For example, recent developments in Ammonia and 

Hydrogen storage and the testing and use of technology 

such as fuel cells to propel vessels. These will require 

significant new infrastructure as well as the requirement 

for regulations to adapt to the new technologies and risks. 

The Maritime and Coastguard Agency Maritime Future 

Technologies was formed in 2020 to provide support and 

impetus for exactly this sort of discovery.”

Speaking more about business services, he said multiple 

recommendations had been set out in the Government’s 

Maritime 2050 strategy that target supporting and growing the 

UK’s competitive advantage.

“We recognise that we must continually innovate to stay 

ahead, and we will make this priority,” he told SMI.

Though the world has been gripped by the COVID-19 

pandemic, he said the Maritime 2050 strategy had helped 

the Government focus its response to the pandemic and it 

was continuing to deliver key benefits for the sector at large 

including a national minimum wage for seafarers, efforts to 

improve diversity and skills in the workforce, the strengthening 

of work in tackling climate change and moving forward with its 

ambitious national shipbuilding strategy.

“As we look towards COP 26 (UN Climate Change 

Conference), we will redouble our efforts to combat the threat of 

climate change,” said Mr Courts.

Last year the Government published its Clean Maritime Plan 

(CMP), which further sets out how it wants to achieve net-zero 

emissions in 2050 and the Government’s new £20 million clean 

maritime demonstration competition will support the UK design 

and development of clean maritime technology.

“We are working actively at both the domestic and 

international level to make this happen,” said Mr Courts.

Another area the Government has been focusing on is 

the cruise sector, which has seen business plummet since the 

Robert Courts MP 
UK Maritime Minister
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pandemic brought it to a standstill last spring. It contributes 

£10 billion a year to the UK economy and directly and indirectly 

supports over 80,000 jobs.

“Throughout the pandemic, despite the difficulties it has 

faced, the sector has shown resilience and vigour in working 

collaboratively to learn lessons from earlier in the pandemic, 

to identify ways to reduce the risks of COVID-19 onboard and 

ensure that the cruise sector can return safer and more resilient 

than ever,” said Mr Courts. “This hard work is reflected in the 

industry’s COVID-19 Framework for Cruise. We continue to 

work closely with the sector leadership and provide support in 

mapping the restart route and enable cruises to prepare to set 

sail as soon as it is safe to do so.”

He added: “Enabling the pathway for cruises to restart 

where the conditions allow is a priority for me. I am confident 

that the sector is going to come back stronger and more 

ambitious than ever before, and the Government stands behind 

them in these aims.”

The first few months in the role as Maritime Minister have 

certainly been a baptism of fire, given Mr Courts came into the 

post in the midst of the pandemic and just before the end of the 

Brexit transition period.

But he says he is honoured to be part of such a thriving 

industry, working with some of the most resilient colleagues who 

have worked hard to keep the country’s vital supplies flowing.

He told SMI: “In my numerous meetings with industry 

leadership, I have been taken aback by the positivity and 

incredibly supportive response effort during these exceptional 

circumstances.”

Mr Courts also praised the “dedicated and passionate” 

team behind him at the Department for Transport, saying they 

understood the industry and the challenges it faces. 

“We’ve asked a lot of the sector in the last 12 months 

and the sector has adapted quickly to changes in travel 

requirements, preparations for leaving the EU and additional 

measures in place to keep the country safe.

“I will continue to champion the maritime sector and 

raise awareness of the everyday support they provide to the 

entire country.”

See our special UK Report on P24

I will continue to champion the maritime sector and raise 
awareness of the everyday support they provide to the 
entire country
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‘Cluster Bible’ rolls  
out blueprint for regional growth
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The importance of regional clusters and the organisations 

that run them within the UK has never been so important, 

as the maritime sector grapples with the impacts of the 

COVID-19 pandemic and looks to open up new opportunities in 

the post-Brexit environment.

There is an appetite from Government and from industry 

to see more regional organisations, which are far closer to the 

ground and the Department for Transport has been drawing on 

the expertise of one particular cluster, Mersey Maritime, to roll 

out a blueprint that other areas across the country can follow.

Its CEO Chris Shirling-Rooke, who was recently 

awarded the MBE for service to the maritime industry in 

the Queen’s New Year’s Honours list, says Mersey Maritime 

and Maritime UK have been playing a pivotal part with the 

DfT  for more than two years, and hopes the partnership 

goes on for many more.

“With input from our friends and colleagues across the UK 

we have been creating a ‘Cluster Bible’ so we can visit various 

coastal communities and say ‘this is will give you a basic idea, 

we’d love to help?’,” said Mr Shirling-Rooke, who is also an 

Assistant Chairman of Maritime UK. “It is getting the mindset 

that maritime isn’t just about London, collaboration is the 

absolute key to our industry.”

He believes the pandemic has been the “cluster moment”.

“When Government needed to know what was going 

on, on the ground, they used the clusters,” he added. “We 

are seeing our voices heard by the Government and we are 

seeing them react.”

Over the last couple of years maritime cluster organisations 

have sprung up across the UK with the launch of Maritime UK 

Solent, Maritime UK South West, The Scottish Maritime Cluster, 

as well as the Belfast Maritime Consortium. Cluster organisations 

are currently in the pipeline in the South East, East Anglia and 

the North East. 

Ben Murray, Director, Maritime UK, said: “I think it’s a really 

important piece of work when we talk about how we can help 

coastal communities. It is about us having the ability to do things 

on the ground, and that is what clusters can do. What we found 

is that clusters can support so much of the work that we want to 

do in Maritime 2050.”

Launched by the UK Government in 2019, Maritime 2050 

is the first long-term strategy developed in close partnership 

with industry to highlight the Government’s recognition of the 

importance of the maritime sector to Britain’s future success. 

Comprising seven themes – Environment, Infrastructure, People, 

Security, Technology, Trade and Competitive Advantage – it 

recognises that maritime business services directly contribute £2 

billion GVA to the UK economy.

“What regions allow us to do is to give us a vehicle to 

capture data to understand what’s going on with individual 

companies within an area, within our community, within an 

environment, and then deliver activities that might be needed,” 

said Mr Murray.

He added that through the cluster, working with 

employers, universities and job centres allowed Maritime UK 

to respond quickly and said the organisation had moved from 
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I think it’s a really important piece of work when  
we talk about how we can help coastal communities 
Ben Murray, Director, Maritime UK

being a hybrid of what was once essentially a trade body to 

now being a collective.

“One of the things we are doing this year with regions is a 

regional development planning process, which means that each 

region can choose from a menu of programmes that we can 

support them with. I think it’s really exciting.”

Mr Murray said Mersey Maritime had been a “very good, 

very successful cluster which can support other regions to get to 

a similar place”.

Maritime Solent UK was set up last summer backed by 

the Solent Local Enterprise Partnership. “That was really 

important, because the LEP has a role in local economic 

development and has been successful in attracting a huge 

amount of money from Government and its own resources 

to support the sector,” he said.

The Solent has a rich heritage in maritime and the Port of 

Southampton is an integral part of passenger and cargo vessel 

activities and has been an important port since the Roman 

occupation of Britain nearly 2,000 years ago.

“Today, the Solent is still a major shipping lane for 

passenger, freight and military vessels and provides connectivity 

to global networks for the wider UK economy,” said Mark 

Charman, Founder and CEO of Faststream Recruitment Group, 

based in Southampton.

“Maritime is one of the largest and most valuable sectors in 

the Solent and provides over 40,000 jobs locally and supports 

more than 3,000 businesses.”

Southampton is also Europe’s leading turn around cruise 

port and the number one vehicle handling port in the UK as well 

as one of the UK’s busiest container terminals.

http://www.ketmarine.nl
mailto:info%40ketmarine.nl?subject=
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Lorna Wagner works for Programme Manager (Careers and 

Outreach) Maritime UK and also for Maritime UK Solent, looking 

after its business network. The network comprises over 500 

organisations and individuals, and monthly meetings have been 

held since last August, covering a variety of subjects including 

technology and the environment.

“It’s very much about bringing together the local employers 

and organisations – it’s strength in numbers,” said Ms Wagner. 

She said 20% of the economy in the Solent was maritime 

related and because of this there was a great focus on 

maritime in the Solent’s Economic Recovery Plan launched last 

September in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Along with the Solent region putting in a Freeport bid, 

there is also a bid for an Institute of Technology in collaboration 

with Solent University, Portsmouth University and in partnership 

with Fareham College and Isle of Wight College, which will 

incorporate maritime, along with technology and advanced 

manufacturing.

“It’s also bringing in the local businesses because they have 

identified gaps in skills,” said Ms Wagner. “IBM is also onboard 

and there is support from the ports. It would be huge.” An 

announcement about which bids have progressed to stage two 

is likely in the spring.

Another initiative in the Solent will see joint working 

between Southampton-based Maritime and Coastguard 

Agency (MCA) and the University of Southampton on top level 

research programmes to put the UK Flag at the forefront of 

technology on maritime autonomy and emissions reduction.  

A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed in 

November by the MCA and university which will link research 

projects to top level work with design, manufacturer and 

operation of autonomous ships and emissions reduction.  

Students from the university will be able to benefit from training, 

internships and PhD placements at the MCA and staff from the 

MCA will be guest speakers at the university on courses related 

to marine design or engineering.  

Chief Executive of the MCA, Brian Johnson, said: “The MCA 

is delighted to partner even more closely with the University 

of Southampton through this collaboration. Our unrivalled 

maritime experience shown internationally through the UK Flag, 

is reflected through our drive for innovation while remaining 

committed to 

safety. This partnership is a 

natural progression of that.” 

Professor Damon Teagle, Director of the Southampton 

Marine and Maritime Institute (SMMI), said: “This exciting 

initiative is a concrete example of the University of Southampton 

working closely together with our city neighbours, the Maritime 

and Coastguard Agency.”

Meanwhile, regional clusters are getting to grips with the 

challenges posed by the pandemic and looking at how they can 

capture opportunities in the post-Brexit environment.

“I think that at any one time, parts of the maritime industry 

are doing well and others not so well but that is what it has 

been like at any time over many centuries, and the pandemic 

is affecting it in exactly the same way,” said Mersey Maritime’s 

Chris Shirling-Rooke.

“For instance, you can see all the positive news coming from 

the Port of Liverpool – the new services they have won, and 

the fact that shipping lines are moving their drop off point from 

southern ports into Liverpool.”

Peel Ports, owner of the Port of Liverpool, welcomed an 

additional five cantilever rail-mounted gantry cranes in January 

as part of the next phase of growth at Liverpool 2, the port’s 

deep-water container terminal. The Port also welcomed Maersk 

and MSC’s TA2 transatlantic service on its inaugural call into 

Liverpool2 in December. Jointly known as the 2m Alliance, the 

firms’ TA2 weekly service connects the North European ports 

of Bremerhaven, Antwerp, Le Havre and Liverpool to US East 

Coast ports Newark, Baltimore, Norfolk and Savannah.

Mr Shirling-Rooke said there had also been much 

positivity among tech and offshore companies, though some 

professional services companies such as maritime recruitment 

agencies and maritime leisure businesses were not doing so 

well in the pandemic, “and we haven’t even talked about the 

devastation to the cruise industry and the immense stress and 

pressure on seafarers.”

However, he believes there will be “tonnes of opportunities” 

following Brexit.

“We are seeing that already,” he told SMI. “The fact we 

are a west coast port, and we are the most advanced port 
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We need to think about recovery of businesses and 
making the most of it when it happens. There will be 
12 to 24 months of really good growth
Chris Shirling-Rooke, CEO, Mersey Maritime

in Europe – we are super digitalised and super 

modern – we have great infrastructure and we have great 

universities for exporting our knowledge. It is reminding the UK 

that there is a world outside of the EU, but it doesn’t have to 

be one instead of the other – it can be both. I just think we are 

going through realignment.”

According to Western Union Business Solutions, the 

GDP is forecast to rebound by 9% in 2021, and Mr Shirling-

Rooke said the maritime sector needed to be ready to take 

advantage of this.

“I believe we are looking at a big recovery from summer 

this year, so it is a case of strapping yourself in!” he said. “We 

need to think about recovery of businesses and making the 

most of it when it happens. There will be 12 to 24 months of 

really good growth. There is the opportunity for the UK Plc and 

UK businesses and for Government to partner with businesses 

to make the most of the ‘bounce’ and the specific areas of the 

bounce such as decarbonisation, coastal communities and 

digitalisation is incredible.”

Mersey Maritime has, indeed, been a hive of activity for 

almost two decades and in September last year the starting 

gun was fired on the £25 million Maritime Knowledge Hub, 

an innovation centre of excellence based in a former Victorian 

pumphouse on Birkenhead Docks. Along with partners Liverpool 

City region Combined Authority, The Manufacturing Technology 

Centre and Peel Group , It aims to encourage innovation among 

maritime SMEs, particularly in the debcarbonisation and digital 

arenas, and is due to open at the end of 2022. 

Maritime UK’s Ben Murray said he did not believe there would 

be a radical change in who the UK wanted to be in terms of being 

an international trading nation following Brexit.

“There are some really promising projects developing around 

the country and that work will need to accelerate, and there might 

be ways in which the Government can support industry perhaps in 

a more agile way,” he said.

There has been much talk, he said, about making the business 

environment more attractive to ship owners, ship managers and 

others. He also believes the UK has been presented with a great 

opportunity to show climate change leadership and leadership 

on the technology and infrastructure to support that. “If you look 

at this year, in particular, the UK is hosting the G7 summit in June, 

and it’s fantastic.”

Lord Jeffrey Mountevans, 

Chairman, Maritime London and Chairman 

of the London International Shipping Week Board of 

Advisors, said there had been challenges around documentation 

with the EU, but believes these will be ironed out and made 

easier as time progresses. 

“There are things that will be looked at such as tonnage tax, 

and the regional agenda which we are paying a lot of attention 

to at the moment, trying to drive opportunity in the regions not 

least the coastal communities which are, of course, the closest to 

maritime. Industry is very concerned to grow opportunity there, 

and with the Government’s ‘levelling up’ agenda, I think that can 

only increase.”

He echoed Mr Murray’s praise for the UK being a world leader 

in decarbonisation, adding: “We know we can do better, and we 

know we will do better. There are challenges as on the one hand 

we don’t yet have the technologies to decarbonise the main 

engines but technologies such as hydrogen and ammonia are 

being looked at with pace.”

Another area that is growing is green finance. “A lot of these 

projects lend themselves to being financed with green finance 

and there’s a growing volume of people in institutions and 

organisations who particularly want to lend to green projects. In 

Britain, we are the leading players in this field.”

In terms of London and how it can maintain its competitive 

advantage in the professional services sector he said the City had 

“very good and very creative” people, adding: “Brexit typically 

isn’t helpful because the EU represents a large amount of our 

client base, but the City and the professional business services in 

the UK are extremely competitive – in fact Brits are at their best 

when faced with major challenges, so I am rather optimistic.”

William MacLachlan, Partner at law firm HFW, said it was 

all about showing that the UK is open for business and that 

businesses in the UK will continue to benefit from a globally 

competitive tax base, stable law and access to all major markets. 

“For many, London and the UK in general remains a great place 

to run your business, and we should be proud of that and do 

all we can to encourage the relocation of more international 

businesses to our shores,” he said. 
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He added: “Much of what we do in the London maritime 

cluster is unaffected by Brexit, working as we do in the 

global maritime industry. That said, there are undoubtedly 

now some challenges, some more real than others, to many 

of our leading professional services when servicing our 

European clients and developing new business in the EU. 

However, we remain confident of the offering we have and 

that our services will remain competitive and in demand 

long after the dust has settled.”

Julian Clark, Senior Partner at law firm Ince, said he was a 

firm believer in great adversity creating great opportunity and 

while undeniably there would be some complexity such as with 

the fishing industry “there is going to be significant potential for 

maritime UK in a post Brexit world”. “Fortunately, we’re still in 

a position where the majority of the world selects English Law, 

English arbitration or English court as the jurisdiction for their 

disputes, so being outside of the EU makes no impact on that 

whatsoever. Indeed, I think there may be some immediate benefits, 

which may well result in an increase of trade flow.”

He added: “The EU, for a long time, has had a tendency to 

tinker with international regulation, and add its own gloss to it. I’m 

sure we are going to be free of that now, and I think that’s going to 

give us greater flexibility.”

Mr Clark said the greatest flexibility would be in relation to the 

tonnage tax regime, while being outside the EU would also give 

the UK a stronger and more independent voice at the IMO.

Speaking about Brexit and the COVID-19 pandemic, he said 

both had proved that the industry needs service providers more 

and more now, and there had been a change in the demands 

of clients internationally. “Law firms need to see beyond merely 

providing a legal advisory service and show they understand 

the bigger strategic picture of the increasing challenges and 

complexities that our clients face,” he said. “Law’s got to become 

a lot more proactive – we’ve got to be there promoting real 

solutions.” An example of this is the firm’s recently launched Ince 

Maritime, which provides managed service solutions in key areas 

for the maritime industry, bringing together consultancy, legal and 

technology all under one umbrella.

Looking ahead, he said there were other major issues – much 

bigger than Brexit and COVID-19. “I think shipping’s pandemic is 

increased regulatory burden that needs to address environmental 

needs and create cleaner and more sustainable solutions,” he said.

Rachel Hoyland, Senior Associate, Shipping Team, Marine, 

Trade, Energy at law firm Hill Dickinson, said progress in relation 

to reducing emissions is monitored by the UK’s Committee on 

Climate Change (CCC), which last published a progress report 

to parliament in June 2020. The UK is aiming to achieve net-zero 

carbon for the year 2050.

The executive summary of the CCC’s report sets out that ‘Initial 

steps towards a net-zero policy package have been taken, but this 

was not the year of policy progress that the Committee called for in 

2019 (...) There were important new announcements on transport, 

buildings, industry, energy supply, agriculture and land use. But 

these steps do not yet measure up to meet the size of the Net Zero 

challenge and we are not making adequate progress in preparing 

for climate change’. 

“However, while the CCC may consider there is scope for 

improving climate policy, it also reports that emissions are being 

reduced and that ‘in the period 2008 to 2019, overall territorial 

emissions have reduced by 30% while the economy grew by 15%’. 

Further, that ‘the UK has the strongest record of emission reduction 

in the G20 over the last decade, and over a longer period back 

to 1990’, with 2019 being the seventh consecutive year in which 

emissions fell. The picture is also positive on the consumption side, 

with emissions related to imports into the UK falling by 18% from 

2008 to 2019,” said Ms Hoyland.

“It is clear from these figures that the UK is making material 

progress in reducing GHG emissions. However, it continues to face 

a challenge in relation to the speed and scale at which reductions 

are required, if the 2050 target is to be accomplished, and it 

remains under pressure to continue to develop policy and practice 

in this area.”

Maritime UK’s Ben Murray said green growth was one of 

the biggest issues for the sector, and part of the Maritime 2050 

strategy. “I think there’s always more to do on decarbonisation 

and this is always going to be the case. But if we look where 

we’ve got to over the last 12 months, there is a policy 

recognition at UK Government that if you don’t decarbonise 

maritime, you won’t meet the zero target.”

At the end of 2020, Maritime UK announced a partnership 

with Carbon 13, a net zero accelerator based at the University of 

Cambridge, which offers funding to startups offering projects which 

remove carbon from the environment.

“It’s an example of the things we need to do more of, to help 

bring people who aren’t maritime people into our industry to help,” 

said Mr Murray. l
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Julian Clark

LISW21 – A ‘seabed for  
growth and innovation’

There will be a huge appetite for this year’s London 

International Shipping Week, as it will potentially be 

the first major opportunity for the shipping industry to 

come together since the start of the pandemic.

Taking place from 13th to 17th September, LISW21 is already 

shaping up to become the most important event of 2021, 

giving ship owners and operators, and all those involved in the 

global maritime services sector, the opportunity to talk about 

how the industry has responded during the pandemic and to 

discuss how shipping navigates its way forward in terms of the 

environment, social and governance. It will have a blended 

approach with physical and virtual events, enabling more people 

than ever to join the packed programme of events including the 

Headline Conference.

Julian Clark, Senior Partner at law firm and Platinum Sponsor 

Ince, told SMI: “I think it is potentially going to be even bigger 

and exciting than it has been previously. If we can have a live 

event, this will be the first time in well over a year that the 

international shipping community 

has had a chance to get together.” 

He added that LISW21 would be 

“an absolute seabed for growth and 

innovation”.

The Headline Conference is to be 

held at the impressive headquarters of 

the International Maritime Organization 

– the heart of global maritime regulation. 

Taking place on Wednesday 15th 

September, it will feature a unique blend 

of in-person and online attendance, thereby attracting up to 

double the usual number of delegates who will come together 

to debate the most important issues facing the world’s shipping 

industry.

Drawing on the week’s tagline of ‘Propelling World Trade’ and 

its overarching theme of “Driving growth in a disrupted world”, 

the conference will explore the fundamental role that the ESG 

agenda has in shaping the future of the global shipping industry.

The iconic LISW Gala Dinner will go ahead on the Thursday 

evening as usual.

LISW21 is held in partnership with the UK Department for 

Transport, Maritime UK and maritime event specialist Shipping 

Innovation, together with other UK Government departments, 

British Ports Association, Baltic Exchange, Maritime London, The 

Society of Maritime Industries, UK Chamber of Shipping and the 

UK Major Ports Group. Main sponsors so far include Inmarsat as 

Diamond Sponsor and Ince, Hill Dickinson and UK Ship Registry 

as Platinum Sponsors.

LISW21 will enable London and the UK to showcase its 

central role at the heart of global trade. Central to discussions 

during the Headline Conference will be “Maritime 2050: 

Navigating the Future” which is the UK Government’s landmark 

strategy setting out its vision and ambitions for the future of 

the British maritime sector.

Maritime UK will also launch its latest State of the Maritime 

Nation, which is published every two years. Ben Murray, Director, 

Maritime UK said of London International Shipping Week: “From 

our point of view, LISW and all of these things are really important 

pieces in how the global industry plans and comes together. It 

http://www.britishports.org.uk/port-futures
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The chance to  
turbo-charge  
post-Brexit trade

A ‘once-in-a-generation’ opportunity to level up local 

communities, turbocharge post-Brexit trade and invest in 

a net zero future awaits UK areas which have put in a bid 

for Freeport status.

That’s according to Solent Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) 

which has submitted a Freeport proposal to the Government 

on behalf of a coalition of businesses, local authorities and other 

partner organisations.

Bidding for Freeport status closed on 5th February and 

the competitive process was designed to establish at least 10 

UK Freeports.

Successful areas will benefit from tax reliefs, simplified customs 

procedures and streamlined planning processes to promote 

regeneration and innovation. The area will also be able to retain 

business rate growth to reinvest locally. 

In the Solent’s case, bid partners estimate Freeport status 

would help create more than 50,000 jobs and attract £2 billion in 

extra investment.

Freeports operate with both ‘tax’ and ‘customs’ sites. Tax sites 

offer occupiers business rates relief and other incentives to support 

capital investment, skills and employment, while Customs sites 

help enable the tariff-free movement of goods for both export and 

import through simplified customs procedures.

Mark Simmonds, Director of Policy & External Affairs, British 

Ports Association, said it was not just seaports that could apply 

– with airports and rail ports applying too – and there could 

ultimately be more than 10.

“We have always said this is such an arbitrary number and 

there may be a few more if they make an exceptional case,” he 

told SMI.

“The plan is to have the first up and running next year, though 

it has all been a bit delayed by the pandemic.” 

He understands there have been dozens of bids with a decision 

likely in the spring.

The Solent Freeport proposal aims to secure a range of tax and 

customs sites across the area. Working within the areas of world-

has become a set 

piece for the calendar, and it 

is something that people look 

forward to. There is a lot of hope that 

it will be possible to meet together.”

Lord Jeffrey Mountevans, 

Chairman of LISW Board of Advisors 

and Chairman, Maritime London, 

said it was important that the event 

went ahead this year, and the hybrid 

approach would open up new opportunities.

“It is a 365-day industry facing enormous challenges, so the 

industry needs to meet,” he told SMI. “Yes, we would like this 

to be physically, but where it can’t be physically then virtually, to 

meet and exchange ideas. There are so many big issues, that the 

timing of this will work very well for a number of businesses and 

organisations to catch up and look ahead. It is a capital intensive 

industry but it’s also a people industry and people need to talk 

and interact.”

William McLachlan, Partner at law firm HFW, said: “We have 

high hopes for LISW 2021 and the opportunity it gives us as a 

country to demonstrate the enduring attractiveness of London 

and the wider UK as a place for which to operate a maritime 

business. We remain committed to being a key supporter and 

sponsor of the week, and 

hope very much that the UK Government 

and others will use the opportunity to genuinely 

demonstrate a commitment to the delivery of Maritime 2050.”

The UK Ship Register (UKSR) recently pledged its support 

for LISW21 by becoming a Platinum Sponsor and will focus on 

maritime growth during the week-long LISW21. The UKSR offers 

international ship registration, wide ranging integrated services 

and 24/hour support to ship owners across the world. As part 

of the Maritime and Coastguard Agency it provides world class 

surveyors and regulation, and the UK Red Ensign is recognised 

globally for the maintenance of high standards, maritime safety 

and the welfare of seafarers. 

Announcing UKSR’s support of LISW21, Dan Vivian, 

Commercial Director said: “London International Shipping 

Week is one of the most respected and valued maritime 

events in the world. The UK Ship Register is an important 

part of the UK maritime offer and the week gives us 

the opportunity to shine a spotlight on the many fiscal 

advantages, world class expertise and personalised service 

the UK Flag has to offer.” l

Lord Jeffrey Mountevans
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class universities and research institutions, the Solent Freeport will 

cement the areas’ status as a hotbed of innovation, pioneering 

advances in high growth sectors.

This will build on areas in which the LEP has already invested, 

including autonomy, enzyme-enabled solutions for green growth 

and ground-breaking approaches to decarbonisation which will 

support the Solent in the race to net zero.

Solent LEP Chair Brian Johnson said: “We believe we have a 

compelling case for the Solent Freeport. If this once-in-generation 

bid is successful, it will directly support the government’s 

commitment to levelling-up the economy both here in the Solent 

and across the UK. Like many coastal communities, parts of our 

region have long-standing challenges to address deprivation and 

the pandemic has affected these communities more than most. 

This is an opportunity for us to invest in all of our futures and we 

are committed to ensuring the strongest platform possible for 

a sustainable recovery. We have already made great progress 

supporting environmental innovation, including investment in 

a new, world leading zero emissions facility for cruise vessels in 

Southampton and Centre for Enzyme Innovation to develop green 

solutions for the breakdown of plastics in Portsmouth. Freeport 

status will act as a catalyst to help us take even more strides 

forward on innovation, job creation and green growth.” 

Another Freeport bid for the East of England could create 

13,500 jobs in the region – as part of an investment of more than 

£500 million, which would provide a £650m boost to the UK 

economy. The figures were set out in a bid submitted by Freeport 

East, as part of its compelling argument for the designation.

George Kieffer, Chairman of the Project Board, said: “The key 

ports of Harwich and Felixstowe are already critical for overseas 

trade; but with a reliable supply of sites nearby to host innovation 

hubs, attract new businesses, and the base infrastructure which 

underpins these, Freeport East is clearly the Government’s best 

choice for this designation. This is a golden opportunity for our 

towns, regions, and ultimately our country to prosper.”

Clemence Cheng, Executive Director of Hutchison Ports and 

Managing Director of Hutchison Ports Europe, added: “Freeport 

East is uniquely placed to deliver on the Government’s objectives 

for Freeports, to provide hubs for global trade and investment, 

promote regeneration and create hotbeds for innovation. We 

connect exporters across the UK with markets worldwide and 

the economic benefits of our truly global Freeport will be felt in 

all regions.”

“Working with our local councils, LEPs, partners and 

innovators we will deliver a green energy hub that will help 

deliver net-zero transport systems and complement sustainable 

developments in other regions.”

The designation of Freeports will be welcome news for the 

British ports industry which has seen great volatility since the start 

of the pandemic last year. 

Though it hasn’t materially affected operations on the whole, 

and the ports have very much still been 

open for business, they have all been 

affected in different ways said the BPA’s 

Mark Simmonds.

“There have been ups and 

downs with volumes, but they’ve 

coped, especially as it’s all been so 

unpredictable,” said Mr Simmonds.

“They’ve managed to keep pilots and 

stevedores and all the key staff going, so 

we are really proud of the resilience that the sector has showed.”

He said it would also be interesting to see what happens post 

Brexit and RoRo ferry ports such as Dover and Portsmouth were 

the most exposed.

“They have reported volumes being low for this time of year 

and that it has been slow to recover. Every week I think this is the 

week it is going to bite. We haven’t seen widescale problems yet 

but it’s worth remembering that full import controls do not come 

in until July.”

In terms of opportunities created now the UK is 

outside the EU he said there would be the chance to 

reshape some rules and regulations to better fit the 

UK industry, including abolishing the Ports Services 

Regulation which came in two years and were “never 

popular with UK industry or the UK Government”.

“We’re not watering down or getting rid of regulations 

on the environment or anything like that but we’ve been 

clear that we’d love to see them improved, so they work 

better for the environment, but also work better for the 

industry,” he said. 

Mr Simmonds said the BPA was also working very closely 

with Government on decarbonisation and looking at areas 

where it can support net zero efforts such as shore power 

and electrification or bunkering of alternative fuels. The BPA 

recently hired a new Sustainability Advisor, to help launch a new 

programme for UK ports.

“There’s some exciting projects going on and we are 

committed to it,” he said. 

Technology too is playing a big part in future-proofing the 

UK’s ports across areas such as 5G, autonomous technology 

and drones. “Innovation is being applied in new ways to 

support and make services more efficient and offer new types 

of services. So that’s testament to the ports industry, that they 

are doing it without significant support from the Government,” 

said Mr Simmonds.

He is optimistic about the future for British ports in 

general and the engagement with the UK, Scottish and Welsh 

governments such as the Freeports initiative will create brighter 

times ahead.

“Hopefully the Government will match our ambition with 

funding. I think we are in a good place.”  l

UK & London: Special Report

Mark Simmonds
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UK & London: Special Report

Recruitment revival as  
employers switch from  
‘survive’ to ‘thrive’ mindset

Whilst 2020 was the year of survival, maritime 

businesses who delayed making decisions in 

hiring, projects and expansion are starting 2021 

with a fresh sense of optimism.

That’s according to Mark Charman (pictured), Founder and 

CEO of Faststream Recruitment Group, based in Southampton, 

who said his company had seen a “thrive” rather than “survive” 

mindset that is reviving recruitment plans.

“We are seeing more jobs being briefed into our teams,” 

he told SMI. “Many businesses in the UK invested in new 

technologies last year and I believe that as we progress further 

into 2021 more businesses will be looking to hire people who 

have experience and skills in digitalisation, new technologies, 

future-proofing and business reinvention to make the most of 

these technological advancements. We have seen upticks in 

briefs for business transformation leaders and managers.”

During the pandemic many companies have, through social 

distancing, had to adapt the way they work, with remote working 

playing a key part in business continuity. It has proved divisivem 

and Mr Charman  believes we have not heard the last on the 

remote working debate.

“Some UK businesses have benefited from what now seems 

like a global talent pool while others have found it too much 

of a change and are only implementing it due to the national 

lockdown, “ he said. “I think we will see a hybrid model evolve 

with a combination of remote working and office working 

becoming the norm.”

Mr Charman said the points-system immigration system 

created due to Brexit would have a multi-faceted impact on 

recruitment in the UK with businesses with global locations 

moving to an ‘in-country’ solution rather than jumping through 

new immigration hoops. However, there are others who feel 

confident in hiring remote workers not be impacted by the new 

immigration rules, and a final group who will be put off by the 

bureaucracy and are focusing their efforts on hiring from within 

the UK.

“From a candidate’s perspective, the pandemic has given 

many people time to think about what it is they want from 

their career,” said Mr Charman. “Whilst we have conversations 

with some candidates who have become more ambitious, 

others are looking to rebalance their home and work lives. 

This re-prioritisation means that previously passive candidates 

are starting to look for new roles in the UK that can offer more 

flexibility with remote working long-term, less travel and 

flexible hours.”

Looking at the cruise sector, which is of huge importance to 

the Solent’s maritime cluster, Mr Charman said the pandemic 

had forced many experienced cruise professionals to look for 

recruitment outside the world of shipping when the sector shut 

down last spring.

“Once they can sail again cruise businesses may need to 

hire new staff leading to a shuffle of crew and some gaps that 

recruiters will need to step into and help find the right people,” 

he said. 

Discussing the importance of training and advancing 

people’s skill sets, he said Faststream enjoyed a close 

relationship with the well-renowned Warsash Maritime School 

(part of the University of Southampton).

“With specialist schools like this, not only do they attract 

people to the profession, they also offer training for clear 

progression paths to ship’s deck, engineer and electrotechical 

officers,” he said. 

“The new generation of seafarers will have different needs 

and wants from previous generations and maritime businesses 

working with these training schools will be imperative to continue 

making maritime an attractive career option.” l
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Webinar on the management of asbestos in a post IHM environment

In a SMI webinar, ‘Abestos – The Facts’, sponsored by Lucion Marine, our panel of experts 
looked at how to stay compliant as well as offering guidance to owners needing practical 

and pragmatic solutions. Before the debate, Kevan O’Neill, Marine Services Director, 
Lucion Marine, which conducts Inventory of Hazardous Materials (IHM) surveys, outlined 

the need for compliance, explaining that over a two-year period up until the end of 
December 2020, the company had carried out 597 inspections with 332 vessels found to 

have some form of asbestos containing materials onboard.
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Asbestos On Ships - The Facts Webinar

Sean Moloney 

Stephen, can you firstly give us your take on the whole issue of asbestos on ships?

Stephen Drury

I am a Partner in the firm’s shipping group and, as such, have been involved with the development 

of the international regulation of ship recycling, and the concerns of that activity for the environment 

in the transporting of hazardous waste and its disposal as well as the concerns regarding the 

environmental consequences of ship recycling. The Ship Recycling Regulation is, as we know, the 

EU’s answer to the implementation of the Hong Kong Convention, on the safe recycling of ships. 

What’s interesting about the Convention is that as well as the very clear mandate it gives, there is 

also a very demanding condition for its ratification, and what that means is that a sufficient number 

of both ship owning and ship recycling states have first to ratify it before it comes into effect which 

explains why 12 years after its signature it’s still not on the statute book. I had a stop press yesterday 

from the IMO executive charged with the Hong Kong Convention who told me that China is expected 

shortly to ratify the Convention which would be a step change in the regulation of ship recycling. The 

Convention’s aim is to introduce more stringent measures towards the safe and environmentally sound 

recycling of ships in order to prevent, reduce or minimise any adverse effects on human health and 

environment. On that point about human health, the effect of asbestos exposure on the ship recycling 

worker is not a myth. In particular, those involved in the flame-cutting side of things who are at the coal 

face, so to speak, in breaking the ship. The Hong Kong Convention’s main feature for today’s purposes 

is the requirement for the IHM which has to be for the whole life of the ship in case of new ships. It also 

has to be put into place for existing EU ships and ships coming into the EU. What I would like to hear 

discussed is what do the flag states of non-EU flagged vessels such as the Liberian Registry deal with 

that requirement? 

Sean Moloney

Christian, can I please bring you in to give your position?

Christian Obst

I can confirm what Lucion reported 

before, as we found 50% of our ships had 

asbestos in various locations, so this is a 

very common number in the industry. It is 

a joint responsibility between the owner 

and the manager to deal with it. The safe 

management and risk approach is how 

we like to deal with asbestos because 

decontamination is a very costly exercise. 

You will find asbestos in various places. 

Flags, class and ship owners and managers 

have to learn to deal with it. If we find 

Panellists included Thomas Klenum, Senior Vice President, Maritime Operations, 
For the Deputy Commissioner of Maritime Affairs, Republic of Liberia; 
Jonathan Bruce, Partner, HFW; Stephen Drury, Partner, HFW; Kevan O’Neill, 
Marine Services Director, Lucion Marine; Capt Vikas Goel, Senior QHSE 
Superintendent, Anglo-Eastern Ship Management; Christian Obst, Head of 
Projects, CSM Energy (part of Columbia Shipmanagement). Moderated by  
Sean Moloney, Managing Director, Elaborate Communications.
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Christian Obst

Capt Vikas Goel

asbestos on ships we need to discuss it with all three parties 

and then we have to take it from there.

 

Capt Vikas Goel

In 2017, with our leaders, we decided that compliance has to 

be achieved and we trained quite a few of our team members 

as IHM experts. So, we are hands on with this regulation and 

the taskforce to ensure the entire fleet of 650 plus vessels is 

able to comply with the EU SRR well in time.  We work with 

industry partners – certified labs, class societies, flags – and 

follow the correct process of IHM certification. We keep our 

focus on the basic purpose of the regulation, which is to 

prepare an IHM, and the purpose of the inventory is to warn 

the recycler when the ship goes recycling and during the 

lifecycle of the vessel the seafarer is also aware of the location 

and quantity of hazardous material that is present onboard, 

so that he is able to protect himself and the ship manager and 

ship owner are able to ensure they do not further contaminate 

the vessel and at the same time are able to restrict the further 

introduction of hazardous material into the vessel. With this 

in mind, we have developed our IHM plan well in time and 

have started to create an awareness within the office and 

the stakeholders, sometimes even to suppliers, and also on 

the ships. It is the right time to bring this up because IHM 

regulation is now being enforced by the EU. I would agree 

nearly 50% of vessels have been detected with some quantity 

of asbestos onboard. Now the challenge is that the 

purpose of the IHM regulation is fulfilled, and an inventory 

has been made and we are trying to control further 

installation but when we detect asbestos onboard, SOLAS 

Chapter 2 kicks in and it brings us to point wherein we 

have to do the removal within a timescale of three years. 

That too, with the exemption to be obtained from the 

Flag. For this purpose, we need to establish an asbestos 

management monitoring plan onboard, have it reviewed 

by the Flag and Class and obtain an exemption. Having 

obtained an exemption does not give us any freedom 

to leave it there in place, it is just giving us time to find a 

practical solution and a location and the time to move the 

asbestos which has been detected onboard. 

Sean Moloney

Thomas, if you can please give us a flag perspective on this?

Thomas Klenum

It is a very hot topic that we are discussing here. From 

the Liberian Registry’s perspective, the focus is to ensure 

compliance with applicable rules and regulations and thereby 

managing the risk to ensure the safety, health and wellbeing of 

the seafarers onboard Liberian flagged ships. Therefore, when 

an IHM expert company or classification society notifies us 

they have found asbestos onboard one of our flagged vessels 

then we see three different options available to address this 

serious issue. The first option is to immediately remove the 

asbestos in a safe and responsible manner by a professional 

asbestos removal company. The second option is to issue an 

exemption certificate that can be valid for up to three years 

and require the shipmanagement company to implement 

an effective maintenance and monitoring programme in 

accordance with IMO MSC. Circular 1045 which should be 

included in the company’s safety management system as 

part of the ISM Code. Finally, the third option which can be 

applied only in exceptional circumstances is where the risk 

assessment suggests the removal of the asbestos could have a 

higher risk to the seafarers’ health than containing the asbestos 

onboard. This approach can only be allowed by enforcing a 

strict and effective maintenance and monitoring programme 

with suitable risk control measures in place including air quality 

measurements, and also seafarer health check reviews. In this 

case, the exemption certificate is issued with a validity of up 

to three years and renewal is only granted upon satisfactory 

review of the maintenance and monitoring programme, 

air quality measurements and the seafarer health check 

reviews etcetera. Obviously, option one is the preferred one 

but in reality it is often not possible to immediately remove 

asbestos as it requires proper planning. Therefore, we see 

most cases where option two is applied. However, we always 

try to encourage the asbestos to be removed as early as is 
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practically possible, and thereby try to reduce the validity of the 

exemption certificate to less than  three years where possible. 

Sean Moloney

When we started talking with the industry about this webinar, 

I had a number of people from the industry say I didn’t realise 

this was still a problem, and it is still a problem. Jonathan, I’m 

very interested to hear your take on it, in light of what you have 

heard here and certainly with the insurance and the liabilities 

aspect. 

Jonathan Bruce

Forty five years ago my Uncle was in his garden in Suffolk 

sawing a piece of asbestos to make a bird table. He didn’t 

know it was asbestos, he just picked it up in his garage. Forty 

years later he died in agony with mesothelioma caused by that, 

so I have got personal experience of this. Asbestos has created 

a lot of misery like this, so it’s only right that the world is trying 

to rid itself of it and this EU recycling regulation is a very well 

intentioned and welcome part of that whole process. Looking 

at this from an insurance and liabilities perspective, there is 

a danger that massive sleeping liabilities will get woken up. 

There are obviously a lot of vessels out there that were built 

30/40 years ago and all ships, especially of that age but even 

newer ones, will have at least some asbestos in them. You’ve 

got pitching and rolling, enclosed spaces, vibrations to the 

ship’s engines, and all of that inevitably means there will have 

been dangerous exposure to a lot of seafarers and as a working 

environment it is unique and very dangerous. So, this regulation 

might well create a whole treasure trove of paper trail for future 

generations of potential claimants. In 10 or 20 years’ time we 

might see a new wave of asbestosis claims against ship owners 

as a result of it. It’s going to be a lot easier potentially to prove 

exposure. Asbestos is a massive headache for ship owners and 

their insurers. Mesothelioma is unique because it is so easy to 

sue employers for it. P&I clubs insure owners by policy year 

on what’s called a losses occurring during basis going back 

many, many years. Those clubs can be sued direct and it’s not 

difficult for crew members to track them down and this is a big 

problem for the clubs because they will have tried to close their 

books on certain years of account a long time ago. It is difficult 

but not impossible for clubs to try and rely on technicality 

defences like pay to be paid clauses and time bar. Pay to be 

paid is where a club says they are only liable for claims that 

the member has paid out. Obviously, that can’t happen where 

owners went out of existence 20 years ago. So, we might see 

that defence being used more and more for the old claims. 

Asbestos is not just a problem for ship owners though and for 

their liability insurers. The cost of taking asbestos off can be 

prohibitive or very expensive and some fairly new vessels will 

inevitably have asbestos on them, as we heard. Some of those 

vessels might have to be scrapped. Owners will want to try and 

recover the losses and costs from any other targets they can 

possibly blame for this. Anyone who has professional liability or 

professional indemnity insurance including yards, classification 

societies and other service providers including ship managers. 

Anyone is potentially in the firing line and there could be a 

knock-on effect with a cascade of litigation. 

Sean Moloney 

We’ve heard Jonathan talking about the ‘sleeping liabilities’ 

and also refer to owners and managers being liable. How 

understanding and aware of the problem is the industry itself?

Kevan O’Neill

There have been some instances where fleets and managers 

have known of maybe a potential issue but largely, particularly 

with newer fleets, it has been a surprise the amount of 

discoveries that have been made. 

Stephen Drury

If you are a conscientious ship owner, surely you won’t have 

much problem satisfying the requirements of companies like 

Lucion because you will already have in your documents an 

adequate inventory of the asbestos containing material. Is that 

a fact Kevan?

Kevan O’Neill

That is correct. As part of the inventory we prepare, each 

material is condition assessed at the time at the time of 

inspection, so it is just a case of formulising a management plan 

and putting in that detail.

 

Capt Vikas Goel

Fortunately for us, in most of our ships the detections have 

been for the non-friable material which is already in a state 

of encapsulation, for example gaskets are already inside the 

flange. So, we are looking at getting an exemption with the 

asbestos management plan in place and then finding the 

practical opportunity and approve the removal expert. Disposal 

also has to be to the satisfaction of the local requirements 

because it has to go into a designated landfill which the local 
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government allows. There are many challenges with detecting 

what type of material is onboard, how is the removal going to 

be done and what is the extent of the finding onboard and the 

removal. The guidance by way of IMO Circulars is pretty old, so 

we need fresh guidance which can be picked up quickly by the 

industry as a base standard to act upon. 

Christian Obst

Coming back to the ISM inspection, CSM Energy and Columbia 

Shipmanagement has a very strong environmental policy and we 

started quite early with the IHM because we take it very seriously. 

I think due to COVID-19 a lot of shortcuts have been made in 

the industry, so what we are doing is we are avoiding remote 

inspections and doing it with professional companies because, 

yes, you can train to a certain stage but you need a specialist 

onboard to detect the asbestos. I think this is one of the key 

issues to deal with asbestos. 

Sean Moloney

Christian, a question has come in asking how do you define on 

a global basis who is a qualified asbestos expert to go onboard 

and sample for asbestos?

Christian Obst

We have a strong company that we joined up with, so we rely on 

their expertise and their long time in the market for asbestos and 

also ship recycling.

Jonathan Bruce

Maybe you have to differentiate to a certain extent between 

older vessels, pre 2011, and the newer vessels which shouldn’t 

have any asbestos on them at all. For the newer vessels I can 

see there will be claims, and we have already seen them in our 

firm against yards and classification societies who have included 

asbestos in the design. What they can do to protect themselves, 

apart from not doing it in the first place, is have limitations and 

exclusions in their contracts and also liability and professional 

indemnity insurance. For the older ships I would have thought 

there are potential liabilities for ship managers and surveyors 

but obviously the best way to protect yourselves is to use 

professional people with a long-standing CV of experience. You 

can also still have exclusions and limitations in your contract, but 

the best thing to do is not do it in the first place.

Sean Moloney

Stephen, you raised a question earlier as far as non-EU flags are 

concerned and how they meet the terms of the EU SRR.

Stephen Drury

The point I was making was if you are an EU-flagged ship owner, 

this regulation has been known about since 2013 and you have 

been preparing for it. If you are not an EU-flagged ship owner 

then 2021 seemed a long time away in 2013 when it was being 

developed and I just wonder how prepared were non-EU flag 

authorities for this obligation. 

Thomas Klenum

In the EU SRR there’s a requirement also for non-EU flag vessels 

when they call EU ports that they should have a statement of 

compliance with the EU SRR. That was by the end of last year. 

So, all our ships calling European ports have a statement of 

compliance and we have aligned our statement with the Hong 

Kong Convention so once the Convention becomes ratified then 

it can easily be transferred over to a statutory certificate and not 

only a statement of compliance.

Sean Moloney

Somebody has sent a question asking what will be the statute of 

limitation for crew members bringing claims against ship owners 

with the six-year time limit applied under English law?

Jonathan Bruce

Section 14 of the Limitation Act 1980 provides for a three-year 

time bar as from the date of awareness that there is a significant 

injury. The Act was changed partly as a result of asbestosis or 

mesothelioma claims. What we have here in the UK, and it’s the 

same in many countries, is the Fairchild principle which came out 
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of a case, Fairchild v Glenhaven in 2002, and the effect of that 

is that you have joint and several liability for all employers, who 

expose the seafarer to asbestos. It is pretty much the same in 

most jurisdictions. Of course, we are talking about 30/40 years 

ago so there might not be many of those around, but you’ve 

got the P&I clubs who definitely will still be around or will have 

reserves still that can be accessed. What’s very interesting is that 

pay to be paid is the technicality defence to end all technicality 

defences because it is a kind of get out of jail free card. The P&I 

clubs can just play that card and say sorry, the owner doesn’t 

exist any more and they haven’t paid the claim, therefore we are 

not liable. I think there is a serious risk that we could see a lot of 

these P&I clubs in the future playing that card. 

Sean Moloney

What should owners do from an insurance perspective if a survey 

identifies asbestos on their ships? This is all worst case scenario 

and quite a worrying future ahead but what steps should owners 

or managers take on this?

Jonathan Bruce

I don’t think it is worst case scenario. It sounds like it’s going 

to be happening in 50% of occasions, with newer ships even. 

Firstly, don’t panic, because I think it’s a fairly common scenario. 

Obviously get in touch with someone like Kevan to sort it out 

but what you need to have is an AMP but from an insurance 

perspective, what you can do is go back over time and check 

how long you have owned the vessel and which P&I clubs was 

it entered into, and have you got crew records for all of those 

years. Obviously, as soon as any claims come in, you have to 

notify them promptly. 

Capt Vikas Goel

We are looking at the presence of asbestos onboard with 

two perspectives. One is what is the risk to the health of the 

seafarer, which is the basis of the potential claims. Second, 

is the removal and disposal. My question is can a ship owner 

increase the frequency of air clearance testing or assurance 

testing onboard his vessel’s accommodation and engine room?

Kevan O’Neill

Absolutely. Reassurance and background air testing is something 

that can be implemented as part of the management plan. If any 

thresholds are exceeded for airborne fibres that would suggest 

the measures in place aren’t adequate, so either additional 

measures need to be added or remedial action should be taken 

to remove the risk entirely. 

Capt Vikas Goel

We need to look at how newbuilds, from 2011 have landed 

up having asbestos onboard. Because we are purchasing 

store items, such as gaskets, from different countries, where 

is asbestos is not yet controlled. They are procured locally 

because the ship is going all over the world. That is how the 

contamination is taking place sometimes – through repairs. 

Sean Moloney

What about the whole issue of IHM responsibility, whether it 

is the owner or the manager, pushing it down even to the ship 

supplier?

Capt Vikas Goel

That is a part of the IHM. We need to continually maintain this 

inventory and look at what supplies we make to the vessels. They 

have to be provided with a declaration. 

Sean Moloney

The ship supply sector has been very vocal about why should 

the responsibility lie with them. They might not necessarily know 

what is contained within a product they supply to a ship.

Stephen Drury

I would say the SRR and the Hong Kong Convention from which 

it came does address this, in that it has to be a living document 

so when new installations are made or stores are brought on 

which have an asbestos content, they are also put on the list. 

There is also a requirement in the SRR for surveys at various 

points, the most important in ship recycling being the pre-

recycling survey. I think legislation does as good as it can to cover 

the reality of the situations Vikas is describing.

Sean Moloney 

Another question that has come in says the problem of asbestos 

has been known for years, why have there been no alternative 

materials used onboard in place of asbestos?

Kevan O’Neill

There are modern alternatives available, different compressed 

fibres, not necessarily asbestos fibre and we believe the industry 

has been purchasing materials in good faith, considered 

asbestos-free. But depending on the location in which it is 

Kevan O’Neill
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purchased, the threshold for what is considered asbestos-free 

differs, and I think that is largely where the problem has arisen. 

Jonathan Bruce

One of the alternatives that I’ve heard is being used in 

shipbuilding is amorphous silica fabrics, but I have heard this can 

cause Silicosis in 20 or 30 years so I wonder whether we are going 

to have exactly the same problem as we had with asbestosis. The 

alternative is we end up with a lot more ship fires in a few years’ 

time because we are not able to put in anything which is capable 

of being a safe alternative.

Sean Moloney

Someone has sent a question asking, if they are having a yard 

build them a new ship, what confidence they can have that the 

yard doesn’t source any materials that might contain asbestos?

Capt Vikas Goel

Since 2012 it is prohibitive to install any material containing 
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prevalence of asbestos 
onboard vessels is an 
industry wide issue and not 
one that is restricted to a 
specific vessel type
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asbestos onboard and the vessel is build under Class 

supervision. So, the class society has the responsibility to 

ensure that during the building no asbestos is installed 

onboard. 

Jonathan Bruce

Unfortunately, we have seen cases where this has happened 

and that leads to a big problem for the ship owner.

Christian Obst

We can put in the contract it should be asbestos-free but I 

think we also have the tool in hand when the ship is delivered 

to make an IHM survey because this is our duty now, and so 

we are still under guarantee of the vessel. 

Sean Moloney

How will flag states assess whether it’s whether it’s more 

dangerous to remove asbestos rather than leaving it 

onboard?

Thomas Klenum

It is obviously part of the risk assessment that needs to be 

conducted. If there is some asbestos-containing material that 

has released asbestos fibre into the air, of course that needs 

to be encapsulated. Disturbing the asbestos can sometimes 

be worse than trying to contain it onboard. So there is not a 

simple answer. 

Sean Moloney

Someone has asked if a ship needs to have an asbestos 

register just like a building has?

Stephen Drury

No, it doesn’t, and it’s an interesting point because there 

was a complaint that the shipping industry, whilst it’s now 

getting its act together, never really had this system of listing 

hazardous materials in its vehicles like the aviation industry, 

and the motor manufacturing does. But we are getting there 

and conscientious ship owners are getting this done. 

Sean Moloney

Some very good points have been made, and I think this 

is a subject that is going to continue. Thank you very much 

panellists for your excellent contributions and to Lucion 

Marine for you involvement. l
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Safety at sea:  
Facts, trends & challenges 
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It is undeniable that the main focus for the safety industry 

must be on human life, so as to ensure safety at sea.

However, according to Greece-based LALIZAS, the main 

tool in our hands to achieve the above is to stay proactive.

“We have to follow up with all the market trends and 

discussions that are on the table regarding upcoming safety 

regulations, in order to provide, right on time, the accurate and 

certified product to our partners,” explained Iasonas Lalizas, 

Marketing Communications Manager. “We need to be one 

step ahead in order to understand what might change in the 

future in terms of market needs and safety regulations. Local 

legislations and restrictions might also make this duty more 

demanding and challenging.”

Knowledge is key, and this is the case for both 

manufacturers and operators.

Mr Lalizas explained that as manufacturers they need to 

have a thorough knowledge of lifesaving equipment in general, 

sharing it with people of interest across the industry, and thus 

resulting in the enhancement of onboard safety performance.

“Periodical trainings of the crew, onboard visual product 

inspections and maintenance are always good practices; 

they play a crucial role in ensuring that everyone is well 

aware of both the condition as well as the proper operation 

of lifesaving equipment on board in case they have to use 

it,” he said.

He stressed the vital importance of educating the crew 

about the lifesaving equipment on board, as much as possible, 

so as to be better prepared in case of an incident.

“Onboard training courses are essential, and the crew 

needs to be open to this,” said Mr Lalizas. “Our experience 

has shown that details about the proper maintenance, 

thus operation, of lifesaving equipment are not well-

known, although of extreme importance.” LALIZAS Service 

Department provides onboard training through videos and 

web conferences, sharing their

expertise to further educate their partners. This has also 

been useful in helping to deliver training throughout the 

current Covid-19 regulations.

Mr Lalizas also said that while product knowledge and 

know-how are very important, choosing wisely the partners you 

are working with has also been proven to be a great asset.

“Shipping companies should choose their partners based 

on the service quality because safety is not just a product, it is 

an ongoing process,” said Mr Lalizas.

It is important that correct maintenance and inspection of 

lifesaving appliances is performed by authorised, reliable and 

experienced providers, thus securing the proper operation of 

lifesaving equipment in case of an emergency. “We all need to 

go the extra mile in order to build a safety culture above and 

beyond the standards,” added Mr Lalizas.

Fortunately, LALIZAS is, more recently, seeing more and 

more shipping companies implementing processes which 

protect crew members onboard, many of them with the help of 

the lifesaving equipment manufacturers. Additionally, they are 

looking for sources that will help them educate their people 

through training for a better overall safety culture on board. 

There has also been an increased demand for training of the 

crew towards the manufacturers, showing that their knowledge 

is much appreciated. 

We often see failures as some people proceed with 

improper product use and maintenance, as a result 

of relying only on their experience at sea and not on 

manufacturer’s instructions. We, as manufacturers, need 

to make both the usage of the product itself as well as the 

instructions of use as easy as possible for the convenience of 

operators,” said Mr Lalizas.

LALIZAS’ advice is to always cooperate with reliable 

manufacturers that have global presence and can support 

you in most ports around the world. They are the ones who 

can ensure that you will always have the most appropriate 

and of course certified products onboard. Having an 

established network of service stations with spare parts and 

certified technicians is always an asset, and something to 

think about when choosing the correct manufacturer for 

your lifesaving equipment.

“Those are the things you need to keep in mind, in order to 

ensure the safety of your crew members on board,” concluded 

Mr Lalizas. l

We all need to go the extra mile in order to build a 
safety culture above and beyond the standards

Maritime Safety

Iasonas Lalizas, Marketing Communications Manager
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30 Minutes with

Maritime Security

Michael Wingate, CEO of Africa Risk Compliance (ARC)

In the past five years, ARC has really established itself with 

six offices globally and over 25 staff supporting operations 

in the maritime sector. SMI sits down with CEO Michael 

Wingate to talk about key issues.

How has the market changed since you started  
ARC in 2016? 

West Africa has seen a number of changes, both in terms of 

threat and also the maritime security services that are provided 

to shipping. PMSCs have continued to expand into the West 

Africa maritime security market, however this has had the same 

effect that happened in the Indian Ocean, with an attempt 

at a price war which has unfortunately led to some unreliable 

service delivery – this is particularly the case if the underlying 

business model is unstable. One positive factor is the increasing 

role of local navies in securing their territorial waters and 

exclusive economic zones (EEZs). Investment in patrol boats and 

increasing manpower has resulted in the waters offshore ports 

like Lomé becoming safer. This has also affected the operations 

of security providers.

What are the biggest security challenges West Africa 
currently faces? 

Five years ago, the main focus was on the role that 

Nigeria needed to play in securing the Niger Delta as well as 

competing internal issues that it had to combat. This hasn’t 

changed for Nigeria, but since then, other countries in the 

region also have other security concerns. In the western part 

of the region countries such as Ivory Coast, Ghana and Togo 

are concerned about Islamic militancy moving south from 

Mali, whilst to the east Cameroon is struggling not only with 

the fight against Boko Haram but also with the conflict in its 

anglophone region in the west of the country. For maritime 

security, there has been improved dialogue between the 

countries and some successful exercises and operations have 

taken place, but there is still room for improvement in a clear 

joined-up strategy across the region in how to deal with threat 

of piracy and other maritime security issues.

What are the main challenges you face operating in 
West Africa as a management company? 

Challenges are exactly what we as a company want – 

delivering something that is seen as difficult, even impossible, 

is what makes us tick as a company. The main challenge for 

companies of all types in the region is the unknown. Things 

change rapidly, including in legislation and the threat pattern 

offshore, and organisations need to be flexible to be able to 

adapt to such changes. 

What are the most important factors for successfully 
operating in West Africa? 

In my experience, it is valuing the local cultures and 

recognising the needs of the people who live in the region. 

A large part of ARC’s success and growth over the last few 

years comes from the work by our local partners and the local 

development that we have supported. There is still a healthy 

scepticism by local authorities of foreign companies coming in 

and making demands but not contributing to on-the-ground 

development, so it is important to work with and support local 

initiatives instead of trying to impose the way you think it should 

be done.

How do you see the shipping industry in West Africa 
developing over the next five years? 

The threat of piracy will likely not go away soon – in the 

last 12 months pirates have recognised the limits of local naval 

capability as well as the restrictions on commercial security 

services and have expanded their area of operations. The 

root causes of piracy still remain in the Niger Delta, and other 

maritime crime is still present, and in some areas growing, in the 

region. However there have been very positive developments, 

with a focus on anti-corruption, ports increasing in cargo 

volumes, and shipping has continued despite the COVID19 

situation. Nigeria and other countries look to the maritime 

economy to support their futures, but they must address deep-

rooted issues if this is to work. l



Business Viewpoint

P&I and Law

High value insurance  
claims ‘worst state in living memory’

With all the added pressures of the impact of 

COVID-19 and rising operational costs, mainly due 

to the pandemic, ship owners are also bracing 

themselves for increases in insurance premiums.

The International Group of P&I Clubs had resisted a 

hardening market for several years but with the new policy year 

will come premium increases of between 5% and 10%.

Whether or not these increases are needed remains a 

divided opinion between those who see record-level free 

reserves as a support mechanism to assist ship operators 

during these difficult times, and others who accept the call 

for underlying premium rates to risk in response to a new 

claims cycle.

During the last policy year - since 20th February – the market 

has seen an extraordinary value of high value claims. In a typical 

year, P&I clubs, who share all claims above $10 million, would 

expect around $250 million to $300m worth of such claims. 

“So far this year we are at $450m and the year isn’t finished, 

so it is the worst state in living memory,” Stephen Hawke, 

Managing Director, UK Branch office of specialist P&I broker P.L. 

Ferrari told SMI.

He added: “It’s nothing to do with COVID-19 or the state of 

the global economy, it’s just something that happens from time 

to time, typically every five, six or seven years for no other reason 

than pure accident. There have been some very large claims, 

and individual claims in excess of $10 million have gone through 

the roof.”

Talking about P.L. Ferrari’s annual market review, Mr Hawke 

said the pandemic had impacted the P&I clubs with the 

investment market cratering in the first quarter of 2020. “Most 

of the clubs saw their investment drop by about 10% and that 

represents pretty much a whole year’s premium income.”

However, he added that the impact of COVID-19 had 

been less than first feared and the investment markets had 

come back.

Considering the reduction in premium levels has been 

around 30% over the last five to seven years, he said 

the increases would be hard to take for 

ship owners. “Asking any ship owner for money is difficult but in 

these times it’s particularly difficult,” he said.

Alexander Gray, Manager, P.L. Ferrari said: “Clubs have 

been holding out and been talking for a good three or 

four years now that the rates are too low, and they need to 

get them up. They have held out and been relying on their 

investment returns.

“The largest of the clubs has $1 billion in free reserves and 

ship owners are looking at that and saying why on earth are 

you asking us for money. I think the regulators have assisted 

clubs in some respects because they are demanding more 

money for themselves.”

Mr Hawke added: “I think there is a cynical view of this 

and that is the underlying reason that rates are going up is not 

because they need to, because they are mutual and if they can 

underwrite a loss and sustain that loss through large amounts 

of capital reserves they will do so, but the complete fortuity of 

these high value claims this year has meant that something has 

got to be done.

“From a slightly cynical view, it has happened at a very 

good time because nobody can particularly argue against this 

extraordinary uplift in high value claims and the consequent rate 

increase, but one does feel that since virtually all of the clubs are 

still extremely well-financed that they could have reduced the 

amount of premium increases they want.”

However, commenting on the impact of COVID-19, he said 

it was “laudable” that the P&I clubs, who may be wanting more 

money, had resisted in imposing COVID exclusions on their cover. 

“They have said that when their own reinsurances come up for 

renewal, and if COVID exclusions are put on those reinsurances, 

they will look to still maintain COVID cover, 

albeit there might have to be a sub 

limit because they don’t have 

any reinsurance.” l
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Why apprenticeships will help 
the UK regain our title in the 
shipbuilding sector

Opinion
By Josh Mathis, Managing Director, The Hythe Group, and Hythe Marine Services

The UK used to be one of the 

best shipbuilding countries in the 

world. But through outsourcing 

and the decline of skill transferral we have 

dropped this title.

In my view, the answer to regaining 

this reputation is apprenticeships. All of 

us in the shi building industry should be 

honing talent within the UK and working 

out, through capabilities and experience, 

how we can compete with cheaper 

countries. We should stop outsourcing or 

only outsource as a last resort.

Now the UK has left the EU, 

apprenticeships are more important than 

ever to secure the ongoing health of the 

whole marine engineering sector.

Why? Because we need to retain and 

nurture homegrown talent in the UK, so 

we can compete with offerings around 

the world. Apprenticeships learn from the 

existing talent pool in a company. In any 

industry, in order to meet the demand 

of the market, the transfer of knowledge 

downwards from experienced workers is 

essential for delivery, and for growth.

Secondly, if apprenticeships are 

managed correctly, they will not 

only help a company’s individual 

productivity, but help the UK improve 

its internal productivity, because there 

will be less reliance on services sourced 

from other countries. Having skilled 

workers better prepares a country for 

economic challenges and changes. 

Not to mention the brighter future for 

young people through the creation of 

career opportunities.

I was very pleased to hear recently 

that BAE Systems announced plans to 

recruit 1,250 new apprentices, a record 

number for the firm. Many of these roles 

will be provided in Barrow, Preston and 

Blackburn and is much needed good 

news as our economy looks to rebuild 

in the wake of the COVID pandemic. 

The guaranteed work flow of these big 

companies means the apprentices have 

lots of exposure to multiple trades within 

the industry, as well as the satisfaction of 

being part of the UK’s constant upgrades 

in naval defence. 

Hythe Marine Services works with 

BAE in on many projects in the north 

and south so I can vouch that the work 

is diverse and requires numerous skill 

sets. We even form part of the BAE 

Apprenticeship scheme in Portsmouth 

and work closely with them to 

ensure our apprentices benefit from 

BAEs facilities and vice versa. This 

combined services approach to the 

apprenticeship scheme has proven 

to work well over several years and I 

believe many other large shipbuilding 

or engineering firms could partner up 

and do the same. 

10% of our workforce at Hythe 

Marine Services (HMS) is made up of 

apprentices. This means the growing 

workforce can pass down decades 

of in-house knowledge and industry 

expertise. This is the only way we 

can continuously upskill and tackle 

challenging engineering projects that 

haven’t been done before. To me a 

business is built on talent and I make a 

point of investing in the best training 

and highest certifications. Our welders 

for instance are qualified to inspect each 

other’s work. It also means we can tailor 

our apprenticeship schemes for exactly 

what we do.

In the past, I think apprenticeship 

schemes have been undervalued. A 

historic lack of funding has meant some 

niche skills are in danger of being lost. 

There is already a dearth of traditional 

skillsets in the engineering trade, so we 

have a responsibility as an industry to 

close this gap now. 

BAE’s recent drive for recruitment 

is a prime example of the responsibility 

big companies have to ensure the 

future of an industry. There are 

other positive examples too of large 

companies reopening shipyards and 

trying to bring work back into the 

UK. The news of the reopening of the 

historic Appledore Shipyard in Devon 

is one. I hope that similar bold displays 

of strength will ensure the future for 

the sector. The next generation of 

commercial shipping innovation will be 

driven by today’s apprentices. l
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We all know how following a good diet has a wealth 

of physical benefits but how easy is it to achieve 

good nutrition while working away at sea?

This issue was discussed at the Health and Nutrition 

Conference, held by international catering management and 

training provider MCTC last month, attended by more than 420 

delegates from across the shipping industry who were keen to 

understand more about good nutrition onboard ships.

MCTC Managing Director Christian Ioannou introduced 

the conference to attendees explaining how he started the 

company in a bid to change people’s mindsets surrounding 

food and improve nutrition onboard ships. He believes 

the reason there are so many more diet-related diseases 

nowadays is down to the amount of preservatives that are 

added to ready-made products.

The benefits of good nutrition go beyond just losing 

weight. It helps keep seafarers happy, both physically and 

mentally, and reduces the risk of a number of conditions, such 

as heart disease, diabetes, strokes, and osteoporosis, Tonia 

Drousiotou, culinary training consultant at MCTC explained in 

the conference.

To achieve proper nutrition onboard it is important to 

choose self-made products over ready-made, the nutritional 

expert explained.

Although more time-consuming in preparation, there are 

many benefits from creating freshly-made meals onboard. You 

have complete control over what goes in the products so they 

will contain fewer calories than ready-made products, they will 

have lower refined sugar levels, fewer artificial ingredients, and 

they are less expensive and can be packed full of nutritional 

ingredients, she said.

Whereas ready-made products are store-bought products 

and made commercially. There are many drawbacks to 

this method of cooking, such as they can make individuals 

unproductive, they are expensive, packed with sugar 

and salt and the products can contain lots of 

preservatives so you can never be sure of what is in them. 

One of the ways to encourage good nutrition among 

seafarers is to encourage them to read food labels and ensure 

they know what they mean. This also ensures they are creating 

good nutritional habits for when they are on shore leave too. 

With the COVID-19 pandemic still raging on well into 2021, 

the mental health of seafarers is at the forefront of a lot of 

shipping companies’ minds. Ship managers are looking at the 

measures they can have in place to support their crews. Good 

nutrition not only brings a range of physical benefits but it can 

also help improve individual’s mental health and wellbeing.

Over-consumption of the wrong types of food, such 

as high levels of sugar, junk food and cheap, ready-made 

products, can lead to obesity among crew members, which 

can result in a higher risk of diet-related conditions. Along 

with the physical risks, obesity can also lead to psychological 

effects for those affected. 

Clinical Psychologist and Managing Director at Mental 

Health Support Solutions (MHSS), Charles Watkins, explained 

to delegates how obesity can in turn regulate mood due to 

metabolic disturbances.

“Metabolic disturbances further alter brain signalling 

systems leading to a bi-directional vicious cycle of mood, food 

and obesity. Research from human trials and animal studies 

have shown that foods directly influence brain neurotransmitter 

systems, which in turn has effects on mood and performance by 

altering the brain, structure, chemistry and physiology,” he said.

Poor nutrition, which MCTC says is not the amount 

of food that is being consumed but more about the 

wrong types of food being eaten, can lead to many other 

psychological effects, such as depression, anxiety, addiction 

and learning and memory issues. 

Swapping food with high levels of sugar, salt and artificial 

ingredients, with more food rich in zinc, magnesium and omega 

3 can have positive effects on an individual’s mental health, 

MHSS says. l

Fresh is best, maritime 
health and nutrition 

conference hears

Human Element: Crew Welfare



Crew Welfare
A century of seafarer education
Lenka Pospisil,  Books and Library Manager, Marine Society & Sea Cadets, 
looks back at the history of the College of the Sea and Marine Society  and 
marks the centenary of the Ship’s Library Service

Inspired by the poor conditions of seafarers he saw 

on his many voyages, Albert Mansbridge, founder 

of the Workers’ Educational Association, was the 

main driving force behind the idea of seafarers’ adult 

education.

He, Lord Gorell and Hon. Crawford Vaughan 

formed the Commission of the World Association for 

Adult Education and were the founding members of 

the Seafarers Education Service (SES), holding their 

first meeting at Old Jordans Hostel, Beaconsfield in 

December 1919. 

Mr Mansbridge believed education and the 

pursuit of knowledge were vital to the understanding 

between men and “an essential aspect of life in 

a democratic society”. SES’s first step to adult 

education was to establish a crews’ library onboard 

ships. Thanks to his co-operation with Lawrence 

Holt, owner of Blue Funnel Line, the first library 

was installed onboard SS Aeneas, which sailed from 

London to Brisbane on 29th May 1920.

In its infancy, the service experimented with film 

projectors as early as the 1920s, but it took another 

30 years before films were used onboard safely and 

successfully for education and entertainment.

Alfred Holt & Company pioneered collections 

of vocal and pianoforte music on 20 of their ships 

which carried pianos in the officers’ smoke-room. 

The gramophone made a brief appearance but was 

quickly superseded by radio. SES also experimented 

with holding lectures on topics of general education in 

ports, particularly in Liverpool in 1927, which eventually 

led to the creation of the College of the Sea.

SES, together with the libraries, introduced personal 

loans to individuals and circulated reading lists in history 

from 1922. Seafarers were encouraged to seek further 

advice if they wanted to continue with their studies. It 

was noted at the second SES conference in 1925 that 

“a beginning had been made with the provision of 

other educational facilities, besides books”. The SES 

published a series of guides to reading lists in science 
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in the same year. A member of the commission funded 

an essay writing contest which became so popular the 

Service later introduced competitions for model-making, 

handicraft, paintings and photography.

The service slowly grew as an advice bureau on 

reading, exams and education.  Its uniqueness lay in its 

highly personal and mainly informal methods to serve 

the individual needs of seafarers. Alfred Mansbridge 

established a network of honorary tutors. 

Since the Service expanded fast, a small annual 

donation by the Friends of the Service was set up. The 

Seafarer, a quarterly journal, was first published in 1934. 

In 1935 Thomas Gray Memorial Trust was amongst the 

first providing funds to the Marine Society to assist 

young seamen to sit for the Board of Trade examination.

Naturally developing from the educational work carried 

out by SES, the College of the Sea (CS) was established in 

1938. The main advantage of the CS was that the tutors 

tailored the study materials to the individual seafarers’ 

needs, and there were no set papers. Hundreds of 

specialist voluntary tutors onshore, mainly schoolteachers 

but also distinguished dons, provided learning to seafarers 

with one-to-one guidance in a subject of their choice, and 

information about general education from nautical schools.

Any seafarer could borrow books for the price of postage 

or a small hire fee for more expensive nautical textbooks. 

Students were interested in more than just studies, and many 

requested books on hobbies. Tutors were sent onboard to 

teach practical subjects such as painting and playing musical 

instruments and part-time paid tutors were hired for the high 

demanded subjects of Maths and English.

By World War II the College published a handbook 

outlining all the facilities available to seafarers. On 

the request of the Admiralty, the College extended its 
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services to the Royal Navy, and nearly 8,000 men and 

women received some form of assistance. The workload 

increased rapidly, and by 1943 the CS assisted in 78 

different subjects to students of widely varying levels 

of the educational experience. In the face of these 

difficult circumstances, the number of honorary tutors 

increased to nearly 1,200 and five part-time tutors were 

appointed. Mansbridge, as a Chairman and Sir William 

Hornell as Resident Adviser, carried out this immense 

undertaking with only four others.

The War Office developed a system of 

correspondence courses, and the College 

supplemented these efforts for those that did not 

fit into the formal system. The fruitful co-operation 

ended in 1946 with both parties gaining considerable 

knowledge.

Since Hanway founded the Marine Society in 

1756, provision of uniform to young men starting 

at sea was one of the main objectives. Each boy 

was instructed in basic seamanship techniques and 

provided with a uniform. WWII effectively ended the 

training of boys by the Marine Society (MS) and as 

a result, the services of the Society were no longer 

needed. MS still supported young men pursuing a 

career in the Merchant Navy by providing a grant for 

uniform, a lifeline for many. The final blow came with 

the emergence of the welfare state, changing the MS 

objective completely. The available funds were used 

for other projects.

Finding new leadership was essential for the 

modernisation of the service after the war as 

both Albert Mansbridge and George Knowles, the 

Organising Secretary, reached 70. Ronald Hope took 

the post of Director of CS and SES in 1947 when he 

was only 26 and fresh out of Cambridge. 

Looking at improving the service, he initiated a film 

library in 1954. The College pioneered language tapes 

and arranged for seafarers to attend classes in London 

when onshore. To cover the nautical subjects, the 

College made tapes on collision regulations, the law of 

salvage, charter-parties, marine insurance, and Morse 

code.

The College offered free tuition in English and 

Maths for young seafarers and also facilitated funds 

from Thomas Gray Memorial Trust to cover the cost 

of professional correspondence courses and nautical 

textbooks. The Thomas Gray Memorial Trust was 

established in 1935 in memory of Thomas Gray, a 

senior surveyor for the Board of Trade, who was 

particularly concerned with improving professionalism 

amongst seafarers, in the latter half of the 19th 

century. The award of the Thomas Gray Silver Medal 

is in recognition of exceptional deeds of merit at sea, 

including service to seafarers in the broadest sense.

Tutors also helped seafarers pass the General 

Certificate of Education examinations (GCE) which 

eventually led to the exams being conducted onboard 

ships. The University of London was first to agree in 

1954, then many more institutions quickly followed.  

In 1964, Dr Hope joined a Committee of the Marine 

Society, and along with its new secretary, Captain 

Charles Wickham Malins DSO DSC RN, led the MS into 

a new era. In 1971, with help from Trinity House, they 

launched Nautical Institute, a trade union body for 

merchant seafarers.

In 1971 some 1,600 ships received libraries, and 

3,000 film programmes were sent to over 300 vessels. 

More than 700 honorary tutors provided help to 

seafarers at sea, and the College received around 

2,200 enquiries. Sea Lines, a former British Ship 

Adoption scheme which started in 1936, linked schools 

with merchant ships and encouraged an interest in a 

nautical career.

The service saw a sharp decline in the next 20 

years. Crew numbers were steadily falling due to the 

rise of large tankers and containerisation, but also 

A beginning had been made with the provision of other 
educational facilities, besides books



Human Element: Crew Welfare
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because ship owners followed the flags of convenience 

in search of cheap labour or sold the ships outright. To 

survive, SES merged with the Marine Society in 1976 as 

their interests aligned. 

The JW Slater Memorial Fund was set up in 

memory of John William Slater, General Secretary of 

the Merchant Navy and Airline Officers Association 

(MNAOA). The Association set up the fund in 1977 

to support seafarers studying for their first officer 

certificate of competency or STCW certification as  

John Slater had done. The Society continued to 

facilitate GCSE and A-levels exams until recently, 

however new digital programmes are helping Marine 

Society to stay relevant.

The new organisation kept the older title of the 

Marine Society, and new premises were secured in 

Lambeth Road in 1979. The enhanced Marine Society 

continued to provide educational services along with  

libraries. The Society consolidated its activities, ending 

the kits and film library services in the early 1980s.  

Academic scholarship funds were set up from the 

proceeds of the sale of artefacts from the Worcester 

training ship, and properties belonging to Marine 

Society. Ronald Hope retired in 1986 and lieutenant 

commander Richard Frampton RN relieved him as  

a Director.

The Society became a benefactor of the Sea Cadets 

Corps. It paid for and provided the training ships, Earl 

of Romney and Jonas Hanway to Sea Cadets, then 

merged with them in 2004.

The Hanway Scholarship was created in 2013 in 

memory of Jonas Hanway, one of the founders of the 

Marine Society in 1756.  The fund was set up to support 

seafarers who need to take qualifications essential to 

work at sea or that will contribute to their continuing 

professional development where they didn’t meet the 

criteria of the Worcester or JW Slater Scholarships.  

This ensured the Society was continuing to help those 

most in need to remain qualified to work at sea.

The College of the Sea is currently running a 

programme called Coming Ashore to help seafarers 

who want to transition from their career at sea to one 

shore side. Learn@Sea courses are continually being 

developed to cover a wide range of topics relevant 

to the seafarers’ education. Two of the most popular 

courses are Maths@Sea and English@Sea. 

Distance learning now offers many opportunities 

that were not available to the seafarers in previous 

years, and with so many new resources available, the 

choice can seem overwhelming. To this day, Marine 

Society plays an important role in facilitating guidance 

and tuition outside of regular education for those who 

would might otherwise not be able to progress with 

their education or career. l  



Winter in the northern hemisphere and scarcely a 

week seems to go by without a report of more 

containers thrown into the sea off large and 

modern vessels. The Pacific seems particularly problematical, 

with 750 boxes in the sea off the Maersk Essen, even as the 

Kobe salvage squads were picking over the remains of the 

deck cargo of the One Apus, while searchers off Japan were 

looking for “floaters” from a big Evergreen. 

Has it been an exceptional winter in the North? There 

have been some severe storms, admittedly, but the number 

of stack collapses in the Pacific and elsewhere might 

suggest something else going on. The incidents in the 

Pacific have been to eastbound vessels, heavily laden and 

with boxes piled high, but not unusually so. 

Is there something about the size or dimensions of 

the vessels that have lost boxes, some common factor in 

their length to breadth ratio, perhaps that makes them 

especially vulnerable to a momentary loss of stability in 

long following or head seas? There has been plenty written 

about the phenomenon of parametric rolling straining 

the lashings to breaking point. Is there sufficient timely 

weather information available to those aboard, or are they 

depending on “old” weather synopses that are no longer 

accurate? Or is it that in a dark night in heavy weather, 

those on the bridge are unable to see what is about to hit 

them until it is too late?

There might be questions about the way these ships are 

being operated, perhaps, with the routeing advice leaning 

too heavily on the need to keep to tight schedules, in a 

“just in time” mindset. Some have suggested that “rogue” 

boxes stowed wrongly or overweight might have begun 

the collapse, but while this might explain the loss of a few 

interlinked containers, it scarcely would reveal while such 

large numbers in several locations in the deck stow ended 

up in the sea or wrecked. 

A more basic explanation might be that the ships are 

too “stiff” from a stability point of view, the rolling being 

exaggerated by the beam of the ship or the underwater 

shape of these hulls, built to afford the greatest deck area. 

Frankly, all the advice that is given about regular checks 

on the lashing bars are pointless, given the winter weather 

that makes it unwise to permit people on deck, and the 

ridiculously small crews.

If we go back to a pre-container age, ships trading in areas 

where the weather was potentially hazardous would not be 

so deeply laden during the winter months. And yet, modern 

containerships appear to have no seasonal adjustments to 

their lading, and the height of the deck stows, frequently nine 

or ten boxes high. Might it be prudent to carry rather fewer 

boxes on deck during winter oceanic crossings?

There might even be a concerted effort to determine 

whether the means of lashing the deck stows are really fit 

for purpose if a ship is going to behave so violently in such 

a fashion. The system of lashing, with rods and turnbuckles, 

has remained fundamentally the same as it was when 

ships were a tenth of the current size and boxes rarely 

more than three high on deck. It is also a fact that while 

the hatch covers beneath the deck stacks move around 

as the ship works in a seaway, the lashing bridges used to 

secure the lower tiers are part of the hull structure and do 

not. This clearly puts unequal strains on lashing rods. It is 

also notable that while some operators have high lashing 

bridges that secure up to six or seven tiers, leaving perhaps 

just three using twistlocks alone, others employ far lower 

bridges. Is this significant?

But another question asked, increasingly by senior 

officers of these large containerships, is whether sufficient 

is being done in the terminals to properly secure the stow, 

and to “sample” container weights. There is, they suggest, 

too much haste in getting the ships off the berth, notably 

so in an era where speed on passage has been reduced 

to “save the planet” and fuel. A little more time and care, 

it is suggested, might pay dividends in keeping ships and 

cargoes safe. l

Keeping boxes onboard
By Michael Grey, MBE, is an internationally respected maritime commentator

Alternative Viewpoint
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Nikos Xydas, Technical Director, 
World LPG Association, tells 
SMI why he believes LPG is the 
alternative fuel for today

Future Fuels
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LPG as a marine  
fuel today

There are several new fuels 

that could aid the shipping 

industry meet IMO 2030 

and IMO 2050 targets but many of these are 

still in development, require economical scale-up, or 

need significant investment in infrastructure. While these 

options are exciting prospects for the future, there is one fuel that 

is gaining recognition in the industry for the benefits it offers today: 

This is LPG.

LPG has long been used in marine applications but is only recently that is gaining 

acceptance as a viable alternative fuel for large commercial shipping. What many 

operators do not realise is that, along with offering reduced emissions compared to 

traditional fuel oils today, LPG also offers easy pathways to a carbon-neutral future for 

the shipping industry.

Today, the use of LPG, which is made up of propane, butane or a combination 

of these two gases, meets the IMO 0.5% sulphur cap and offers a cost-effective, 

practical, readily available alternative to traditional bunker fuels for all sizes of 

shipping vessels. It reduces fuel consumption by around 10% and lowers particulate 

matter by 90%, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 15% and nitrogen oxides by 

10%, as well as almost eliminating sulphur oxide emissions. Compared with using 

scrubbers, alongside near elimination of sulphur oxides, operators can expect a 

reduction of 15% in fuel consumption, 50% reduction in particulate matter, 20% less 
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GHG emissions 

and 10% fewer 

nitrogen oxides.  

Infrastructure for LPG is 

already well established, with 

over 1,000 storage facilities and 

terminals worldwide offering the 

opportunity for relatively straight 

forward development of bunkering 

points. In addition, more than 700 small 

carriers in service for ship-to-ship bunkering 

and supply chains to meet the demands of the 

shipping industry are already in place throughout 

the world. For LPG carriers, using LPG as a fuel 

offers even more benefit with significant savings in 

bunkering times and bunkering transfer costs. There 

are already some very large gas carriers (VLGCs) sailing 

powered by LPG, and about 55 more vessels in preparation.

Retrofitting vessels with LPG technology is a relatively 

straightforward upgrade using proven two- and four-stroke 

engines or dual fuel technology, such as the ME-LGI dual 

fuel engine from MAN Energy Solutions. These LPG engines 

have low maintenance costs and, because of their optimised 

engine tuning related to the high compression ratios and 

combustion chamber design, they produce more power and 

better fuel efficiency

LPG is safe to handle, requires no special storage or 

maintenance, and can be safely used in environmentally 

sensitive or protected waters.

The use of LPG today opens several pathways for an even 

greater reduction in emissions in the future. Renewable LPG 

can be produced from renewable or bio feedstocks, as a by-

product to most biodiesel production processes, or, potentially 

for the future, from the conversion of biomethane and 

biomasses. It is chemically completely identical to traditional 

LPG and can be used as a straight replacement for traditional 

LPG stocks as supplies grow, further reducing carbon emissions 

by some 80%. 

Research is also gaining momentum into purely synthetic 

LPG, produced from green hydrogen and sequestered carbon 

dioxide. This exciting option for the future offers a completely 

carbon neutral fuel for the shipping industry which, once again, 

requires no modification for vessels that have already adopted 

LPG as a fuel. 

Ammonia is yet another fuel alternative open to operators 

who choose LPG technology today. If production and other 

challenges for this fuel are overcome, this is a highly promising 

carbon-free fuel alternative that would be a future drop-in 

replacement, requiring only minor modifications for vessels that 

have already converted to LPG as a fuel.

To be clear, LPG is not the only possibility for the shipping 

industry to meet its emission targets. One of the most known 

other options is liquefied natural gas (LNG). Although perhaps 

one of the best-known alternatives to traditional bunker fuels, 

it offers some challenges in terms of handling and storage 

as it requires cryogenic technology. There are also issues 

surrounding methane slip: the emission of unburnt methane. 

Methane has a high greenhouse effect which could outweigh 

the environmental advantages of reduced carbon emissions 

from this fuel if this issue is not resolved.

Methanol and ethanol offer potential fuel solutions without 

the handling challenges of LNG, but pricing for these is 

currently prohibitively high. Hydrogen and ammonia are future 

zero-carbon options if investment is put into production and 

distribution infrastructure. Biomethane and synthetic methane 

are also appealing as they are carbon neutral and can be used 

without the need for ship modification. Currently, however, 

production levels are too low and prices too high to make them 

a viable option today.

LPG is not the only fuel alternative that could help the 

shipping industry meet IMO emission targets, but it is the 

only one that offers only advantages as an alternative to 

traditional bunkering fuels that could be used today and 

it is available now and everywhere. It has ready supplies, 

established infrastructure that could be easily adapted to 

the needs of the shipping industry, and offers economical 

advantages to operators, both in terms of fuel costs and 

engine maintenance. It is safe to handle and does not present 

the environmental risk of methane slip.

As well as being part of a ‘new energy’ landscape for the 

industry, the use of LPG technology today opens choices for 

operators in the future in terms of renewable LPG, carbon 

neutral synthetic LPG, or transition to the use of zero carbon 

ammonia. Several operators are already looking to LPG to 

reduce costs and emissions today and to provide a secure 

future for their operations.  l



Future of marine fuels

Jesper Rosenkrans, Global Commercial Director for TMFGS

One year on, the industry has managed the switch to 

low sulphur under the IMO 2020 transition “quite 

well”, according to Total Marine Fuels Global Solutions 

(TMFGS), the marine fuels arm of the Total Group.

Jesper Rosenkrans, Global Commercial Director for TMFGS, 

said its early preparations, which included fuel testing, sea trials 

and updating the organisation’s competencies and efforts in 

supporting clients, had enabled its clients to transition smoothly.

“The market was well supplied with very few quality issues,” 

he told SMI. “In tandem with our preparation for IMO 2020, we 

also shifted our strategic focus from delivering HSFO, to cleaner 

marine fuel solutions (VLSFO, LNG and biofuels) from the start 

of 2020. The goal is to accompany and support our shipping 

clients in their efforts to reduce their environmental footprint and 

to contribute to IMO’s decarbonisation strategy.”

One of the companies that has tapped into Total’s expertise 

for the transition to VLSFO, is Hafnia, a leading oil product 

tanker owner and operator. Affiliated with the BW Group, Hafnia 

provides transportation of oil and oil products to national and 

international oil companies, major chemical companies, as well 

as trading and utility companies, operating a fleet of 188 vessels 

in pools.

Peter Grunwaldt, Vice President Bunker Procurement for 

Hafnia, said: “For the Hafnia fleet, it couldn’t have gone more 

smoothly. The plan was hatched in 2018 and honed all the way 

up to the time of transition. We had supply contracts in place 

and didn’t suffer any unnecessary downtime either. As we didn’t 

go for the scrubber solution, it meant we could focus on just one 

grade and ensure the quality.”

He added that one of the problems they had come up 

against was that some of the VLSFO fuels in the market seem 

to have problems with sludging. “We need to address that 

problem as an industry. Other than that the quality of the new 

products has been satisfactory.”

Mr Grunwaldt also highlighted how it was important that 

Hafnia found partners with shared values – quality, transparency 

and accuracy. “We needed partners we could rely on to help 

us with - and through - that transition period, particularly for 

our operations in key ports such as Singapore, Antwerp and 

Rotterdam. What was key was to find partners that we could 

discuss complex matters with openly and in a reliable way.”

With mandatory compliance of the IMO 2020 regulation well 

in place, the global shipping industry is now expected to gather 

pace with efforts to reduce their carbon footprint as the urgency 

to decarbonise intensifies. 

Mr Rosenkrans said while TMFGS continues to leverage 

on prevailing marine fuels such as VLSFO, MGO and LNG, it 

will also introduce solutions that further reduce ships’ GHG 

emissions, such as biofuels and bioLNG. 

In May 2020, the Total Group announced its ambition to 

get to net-zero emissions by 2050 together with society, for 

its global business across its production and energy products 

used by its customers. By leveraging on the Group’s low-carbon 

investments and R&D capabilities, TMFGS will focus on low-

carbon marine fuels and explore partnerships and projects 

to study other alternative fuels of the future in terms of their 

technology, availability, costs, infrastructure and compatibilities. 

For now, compared to conventional fuels, TMFGS sees LNG 

as a marine fuel solution that will help ship owners and operators 

reduce their vessels’ GHG emissions immediately.  

“In terms of the solutions we have right now, LNG is 

available, proven, competitive and safe, and moves us in a 

positive direction in addressing both global health and GHG 

emissions reductions. We believe LNG will continue to grow 

in shipping’s energy mix and are therefore actively investing 

in global LNG infrastructure to support our shipping clients in 

embracing this industry transition to cleaner marine fuels, which 

will continue to expand across 2021,” said Mr Rosenkrans.

He added that developing bioLNG as a marine fuel solution 

would be a natural next step, adding: “Total’s acquisition of 

Fonroche Biogaz, a leading renewable gas producer in France – 

is a step forward in this direction for us.” l
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Clean Oceans

By Mikael Laurin, CEO, Lean Marine
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You are preparing  
your fleet for a green 
future but what about 
your crew?

When reading the news highlights for the maritime 

industry every morning, it becomes clear to me that our 

industry has had a clear focus on finding effective green 

solutions to meet the new regulations and targets lately. Some of 

the major container lines, including APM-Maersk and CMA CGM, 

are even striving to achieve more ambitious, self-imposed targets.

I am a strong believer that it is important for authorities and 

regulatory bodies to take on the role of directing the industry 

towards greener shipping practices. 

We should not forget that in terms of CO2-emissions per 

tonne of cargo transported per mile, shipping is the most efficient 

form of commercial transportation, far more efficient than road 

and air transport. However, its colossal scale means that it is also 

a substantial polluter, not just of CO2 but also other harmful 

emissions to air and water like SOx, NOx and black carbon. 

Therefore, the pressure on the industry to clean up its act has never 

been greater, and other transportation sectors have leaped ahead 

while shipping has lagged behind.

This means the time has come to take significant action. Our 

planet can’t wait, we must act now for today and the future.

Right now, the International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) strict 

targets on the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 

ships sit as a top priority for ship operators. 

In April 2018, IMO’s Marine Environment Protection Committee 

(MEPC) adopted an initial strategy envisaging a reduction in total 

GHG emissions from international shipping that demands emission 

from shipping should peak as soon as possible. A reduction in the 

total annual GHG emissions by at least 50% by 2050 compared to 

2008 is required, while, at the same time, pursuing efforts towards 

zero emissions. 

In August 2020, the Fourth IMO GHG Study was published 

that will serve as a key resource as IMO works to revise its GHG 

strategy. This study highlighted the increase in use of LNG as 

ship’s fuel and concerns about methane emissions, perhaps a 

signal of a potential integration of methane emissions reduction 

in GHG targets in near future.

The EU, whose parliament voted in favor of including GHG 

emissions from the maritime sector in the EU’s carbon market, will 

incentivise reduced emissions through the buying and selling of 

allowances, from 2022. 

All these regulatory drivers are pushing shipowning companies 

and ship operators to make investments in technologies that will 

maximise ship efficiency and reduce fuel consumptions, emissions 

to air and polluting effluents to water.

I believe we have reached a level today where all major 

stakeholders in the shipping industry are committed to meeting 

their responsibilities, with many looking beyond regulatory 

requirement to enhance ship efficiency since it also brings 

commercial advantages. It is encouraging to see innovation 

flourishing accompanied by the widespread adoption of the 

cleanest, most efficient, and advanced technologies that can 

support the decarbonisation of our industry.

Some newbuilding designs of late are really encouraging. 

How they disregard convention to achieve operational efficiency 

and reduce carbon footprint will be great platforms for proving 

new technologies. 

Fortunately, existing fleets are not forgotten, and many vessels 

have a lifespan of 30 years or longer. Most shipowning companies 

are investing in digitalisation for performance management and 

providing more advanced and efficient tools for maximising their 
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operational efficiency to their crew and 

onshore personnel. 

However, a ship is only as efficient as the 

people operating it. The crew are at the centre of 

efficiency improvements. Their successful adaptation to new 

ways of working and new technologies onboard is imperative for 

succeeding in making the global fleet greener. 

But how do you manage this when today’s crew are already 

overloaded by their existing tasks? 

Technology is one critical aspect of taking green action, but 

it is not enough on its own. The whole organisation should be 

invested in adapting changes towards improved environmental 

sustainability and continuous improvement. It should be part of 

the company culture. 

To achieve this, educating people to work in a more 

sustainable way, creating awareness on results from green actions 

taken and engaging all stakeholders to reach and surpass green 

goals are vital. 

It is with no doubt that the crew has the most fundamental 

role here. You cannot expect them to follow this change if 

they do not understand why it is important or how they can 

contribute. Everyone would love to be a part of an achievement, 

and as a company that provides technology that optimise vessel 

propulsion and vessel performance management software, it is 

our role to support ship operators and their crew with the tools 

they need to contribute to a fleet’s success in fuel consumption 

and emissions reduction. 

During my time as CEO of the tanker operating 

company Laurin Maritime, an operator of 45-50,000 dwt 

IMO II/III chemical tankers, we were extremely conscious on 

environmental sustainability and realising the results of our 

actions, notably in vessel operations. Therefore, early on, 

we took the decision to set high standards on operational 

efficiency and environmental sustainability.

To succeed in this, it was vital to have everyone in the 

company onboard with the idea. First, we aligned the agenda 

of the corporate management, operations, and the crew, and 

agreed on the green goals set. We were very lucky to have great 

teams onboard and onshore who knew the vessels, the operation 

and each other very well.

Our motto was: If you can measure it, you can manage it. 

We considered it necessary to implement a continuous 

improvement loop: monitor vessel performance, conduct analysis, 

learn from that analysis, implement changes, and benchmark 

the fleet to improve efficiency, then keep doing it again. This 

loop would enable us to take fact-based decisions to improve 

operational efficiency.

To be more effective and efficient, we invested in new tools: 

an automated data collection system for gathering reliable and 

sufficient data, and a performance management tool. 

However, when we implemented the new tools, it did not 

result in as large an efficiency improvement as we had expected. 

This only happened after we had educated the crew on how to 

use the tools and shown them just how big a difference they are 

making, by sharing the results. 

At Laurin Maritime, we saved large amounts of fuel and 

reduced the carbon footprint of our operations thanks to the 

continuous improvement actions supported by all stakeholders. 

It resulted in a positive impact on the bottom line and we didn’t 

forget to celebrate our success as a team.

This is only one example from my previous experience yet 

remains relevant as the shipping industry adopts new clean 

technologies and advanced digital technologies. 

Along with providing right tools, ship owners and operators 

must support crew and operations with the education they need, 

on new tools and for building a constructive mindset. Through 

education, you can empower the know-how and productive 

relation between crew and operations.

Since 2018, when Laurin Maritime was acquired by Team 

Tankers, I have sat on the technology provider side as the CEO of 

Lean Marine, a Swedish company that developed the automated 

propulsion optimisation system FuelOpt and the smart 

performance management and reporting software Fleet Analytics. 

As a technology provider, it is crucial for us that the crew 

feels comfortable using our tools and understand the value 

that they deliver. To achieve this, we make sure crew get 

the training and information they need to achieve the best 

possible result for each individual vessel and to make sure that 

the full potential of our products is utilised. At Lean Marine, 

we support the crews with effective and easy-to-use tools, 

helping them to reduce their workload while improving vessel 

operational efficiency. 

From a previous tanker owner and operator who has 

benefited from sitting on both sides of the table, my 

message to the companies operating the global fleet and 

to technology providers is: do not forget the needs and the 

value of education of crew when it comes to the use of clean 

technology in our industry. They are the backbone of the 

shipping industry and, of course, the backbone of greener 

shipping operations.  l

This means the time has come  
to take significant action.  
Our planet can’t wait, we must  
act now for today and the future



Classification
Business Viewpoint

The International Association of Classification Societies has 

launched the January 2021 edition of the IACS Blue Book 

and the accompanying IACS Green Book.  Together, 

these publications summarise the technical output of IACS 

and, as such, continue to demonstrate IACS’ technical support 

to the shipping industry through our work and investment in 

technology, innovation, research and development both at the 

classification and statutory levels.

The IACS Green Book is designed for daily use and contains 

all current IACS Resolutions and Recommendations as well 

as their History and Technical Background. The Green Book 

is updated whenever a new or revised IACS Resolution or 

Recommendation is uploaded on the IACS website making it 

the ideal reference document for anyone wishing to refer to 

current IACS Resolutions. Because the Green Book only contains 

current material the file-size is more manageable and so better 

suited to be downloaded and used in the field.

The IACS Blue Book meanwhile, is an electronic library 

of all technical resolutions adopted by IACS as a result of 

its technical work and remains the core reference work for 

the Association containing, as it does, all previous revisions 

of IACS publications and historical data. It is updated and 

published once a year. Together, these IACS publications 

illustrate well how the aims and objectives of IACS are 

delivered for the benefit of international shipping and 

contain: IACS Unified Requirements which IACS members 

incorporate into their Rules; Unified Interpretations of 

IMO convention requirements which IACS Members 

apply uniformly when acting on behalf of authorizing flag 

Administrations, unless instructed otherwise; Procedural 

Requirements governing practices among IACS Members; 

Recommendations relating to adopted resolutions that are 

not necessarily matters of Class but which IACS considers 

would be helpful to offer some advice to the marine industry; 

Quality Documents containing QSCS (IACS’ Quality System 

Certification Scheme) description, Quality Management 

System Requirements, Audit Requirements, ACB (Accredited 

Certification Bodies) requirements and other quality 

procedures; IACS Charter and IACS Procedures which define 

the purpose, aim and working procedures of the Association.

In 2020 in response to approaches from a number of 

Member states, the IMO Secretary General and several industry 

associations, IACS issued addendums to a number of IACS PRs 

in response to the COVID-19 situation. These addendums are 

also included in the Blue book and Green book.

These publications are of interest to Ship Designers, 

Consultants, Shipbuilders, Classification Societies, Ship-owners, 

Shipbrokers, Insurers, Associations, Accredited Certification 

Bodies, flag States, Port State Control, MOUs and the shipping 

industry at large and are available for download, free of charge, 

at www.iacs.org.uk/publications. l

Launch of  IACS  
2021 Blue Book
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By David Tinsley 

Recent dramatic illustration of the formidable power that 

the sea can unleash on ships and those who sail them 

was afforded by pictures of the ONE Apus arriving at 

Kobe after suffering catastrophic damage to her deck cargo on 

a north Pacific voyage. There was no loss of life, but a total of 

1,816 containers went over the side or were damaged aboard 

as the 14,052 TEU-capacity, Japanese-flag vessel encountered 

severe weather some 1,600 nautical miles northwest of Hawaii 

on the night of November 30/December 1.   

As a purely weather-related incident with a container ship, 

rather than a casualty involving fire or leading to shipwreck, 

the magnitude of the cargo loss is without precedent. One 

of the worst such cases hitherto was that of the Svendborg 

Maersk, which lost 517 boxes while running across the Bay of 

Biscay in 2014. The spillage of 342 units from the MSC Zoe on 

passage in severe weather off the Dutch coast two years ago 

renewed concerns over such vessels in certain scenarios. But 

those earlier, highly alarming occurrences pale against the ONE 

Apus in terms of the scale of damage and loss inflicted on the 

multiple tiers of deck cargo that typically make up half or more 

of the total number of slots on boxships. 

Constructed by the Kure yard of Japan Marine United, and 

delivered in April 2019, ONE Apus is husbanded by Singapore-

based NYK Shipmanagement under charter to Ocean Network 

Express (ONE), which was established in 2017 through the 

integration of the container liner businesses of Japan’s ‘big 

three’, i.e. K Line, Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL), and NYK Line. 

Measuring 364m in length overall by 50.6m beam, the vessel 

is configured with bridge and accommodation about one-third 

aft and funnel casing some two-thirds aft, and is fitted with 

a lattice of lashing bridges that give some extra security to 

deck stows while helping to expedite cargo handling and port 

turnarounds. Primary power is engendered by a single two-

stroke engine of 42,180kW output.   

According to the owning and operating interests, the ship 

was en route from the Chinese port of Yantian to Long Beach, 

California, when she encountered a storm cell producing 

gale force winds and a large swell, causing her to roll heavily, 

resulting in sections of the load dislodging and falling into the 

sea. The master diverted the vessel to ensure ongoing safety 

of crew and ship until conditions eased, and subsequently took 

her back westbound, to Japan. 

In Kobe, the difficult task of unloading and restowing the 

deck bays was put in hand. An official statement declared 

that “The root cause analysis and investigation will look at all 

aspects of the situation, including the vessel’s routing, loading, 

equipment and fitness for purpose in very extreme weather. 

We must ensure no such loss occurs again.”  

Another ship of the same class, the ONE Aquila, recently 

suffered collapsed deck stows in severe weather while making 

for Long Beach. She was diverted to Tacoma, to offload 

damaged boxes and undergo repairs, returning to service on 

November 11. 

According to the World Shipping Council, whose 

members operate more than three-quarters of global boxship 

capacity, an average of 1,382 containers were lost at sea 

each year between 2008 and 2019. The statistics are skewed 

by catastrophes where ships have been lost, including the 

sinking of the MOL Comfort in 2013 (with 4,293 containers), 

the grounding and loss of the Rena in 2011, and the tragedy 

of the El Faro in 2015, which went down with all 33 crew and 

517 boxes. 

To give perspective to the specific issue of containers lost 

overboard, 

albeit without 

intimating 

complacency 

over the issue, 

the WSC noted 

that these 

represented 

less than one 

Latest box spill of  
major proportions  
Despite the low overall statistical incidence, the need to reduce the 
risk of container losses has been highlighted by the massive deck cargo 
damage sustained by a Japanese ship in the Pacific. 

Container Losses
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thousandth of 1% of the roughly 226 million boxes currently 

shipped each year. 

In fact, initiatives over recent years to reduce such losses 

have been wide-ranging. They include amendments to the 

SOLAS Convention, whereby container weight verification 

is a legally binding condition for loading aboard ship, the 

development of the Code of Practice for Packing of Cargo 

Transport Units(CTU Code), revised ISO standards for container 

lashing gear and corner castings, moves to align IMO and ISO 

container stacking strength requirements, mandatory reporting 

of boxes lost at sea, and revision of IMO guidelines for 

inspecting cargo carrying units. Developments by the industry 

itself, not least increasingly sophisticated onboard loading 

computers, and route-specific lashing arrangements are credited 

with enhancing safety while facilitating greater flexibility in cargo 

loading plans. 

But expert opinion as to the implications of the increase 

in average wave heights on the world’s oceans attributed to 

climatic change has to be heeded, as should operational issues 

in relation to schedule keeping in adverse conditions, along with 

ensuring that the latest data and decision support technology 

is available to those on the bridge in the face of extreme, 

exceptional situations. 

Parametric roll resonance is an issue for large containerships, 

reflecting the typical hull form of such vessels, leading to a 

variation of righting levers as wave crests and troughs move 

alongside the ship, causing greater heeling under the action of 

the sea and wind. The resonance can result in the ship rolling to 

very large angles even in fairly moderate seas, and accentuated 

by small changes to rudder position, gusts and other influences, 

leading to cargo damage and loss, and potentially worse. 

The extent of the damage depicted in weather-related 

incidents in the past few years point in each case to ships 

experiencing extreme or prolonged heavy rolling. The maximum 

transverse accelerations acting on a container would be 

expected to be introduced when the vessel is at an extreme 

roll angle, as occurs when the ship encounters heavy beam or 

quartering seas, with particular implications for the units and 

lashings in the uppermost tiers of the high deck stows. 

The Dutch Safety Board commissioned two research 

institutes in the Netherlands, Deltares and MARIN, 

to assist in investigations related to the loss of 342 

containers from the 19,200TEU MSC Zoe sailing on the 

southerly route off the Wadden Islands on the night of  

January 1, 2019. Deltares determined that “The water 

depth on the route that night was between 21m and 

26m. There was a northwesterly storm, with winds up 

to Beaufort 8, almost perpendicular to the route. Large 

beam waves with a significant wave height of 6.5m were 

coming towards the ship, resulting in extreme wave 

heights of up to 11m. These conditions occur once or 

twice every year in this area.” 

MARIN modelled the vessel and came to the conclusion 

that four mechanisms together could have led to the loss of 

cargo: resonant roll, shocks through sea bottom contact as a 

result of combined rolling and heaving, impulsive loading on 

the containers due to ‘green water’ impact, and slamming on 

the hull.  

The Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management 

commissioned a follow-up study from MARIN to research the 

behaviour of three different types of containership(ultra-large, 

such as the MSC Zoe, Panamax and feeder) in the complex 

conditions on the shallow southern route above the Wadden 

Islands and the deeper northern route, and the inferences for 

cargo loss. 

MARIN determined preliminary limiting wave heights on 

both routes so as to reduce the risks of losing containers, 

and these provide solid operational guidance. It also 

recommended that other areas of the North Sea be 

investigated to show how the combination of relatively 

shallow water with high waves in certain storm conditions can 

bear on the risk of losing containers. l

Photo credit: Twitter @mrnkA4srnrA
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Building a way out 
of the pandemic

Dubai’s plans to 

construct a purpose-built maritime 

city appear to be on track despite the ravages of the 

global pandemic, with confirmation that almost 80% of the 

construction of the AED140 million road and infrastructure 

works of the Dubai Maritime City (DMC) development’s first 

phase has now been completed.

All major and minor components that will facilitate delivery of 

DMC are expected to be completed on time. Over 11 months, 

construction works in Phase 1 have seen a total of 4,830 man-days 

and 857,194 safe man-hours being recorded. 

Mohammed Al Muallem, CEO and Managing Director, 

DP World, UAE Region said of the progress: “Despite the 

disruptions in the global industry, we take pride in the fact 

that the pandemic and the resulting restrictions on movement 

did not cause any significant delays in the project. The team 

worked tirelessly, ensuring all precautionary measures, 

including social distancing and regular comprehensive 

disinfection, were implemented. We are proud of the 

dedication and concerted efforts of the team that helped us 

achieve this milestone. 

“Following completion of the infrastructure of Phase 1, 

we will set the ball rolling for the development of other works 

of this landmark project that is set to transform the maritime 

sector in the country. Since the inception of Dubai Maritime 

City, our sole focus has been on offering upgraded facilities 

and services and enabling our sub-developers to realise their 

objectives. We are confident of achieving this goal soon.” 

To date, more than 90% of all underground utilities including 

sewerage and stormwater, water, fire, irrigation, and telecom 

networks have been accomplished. Other works like civil and 

structural works for the stormwater, sewage, irrigation and fire 

stations that will ensure the overall development of DMC are also 

nearing completion in preparation for fit-out. 

Approximately 95% of the construction of the 6km 

pressurised irrigation line, the 6km gravity sewer network 

and the 4km stormwater network is complete. Apart 

from this, 3.5km of the 7km road works have also been 

completed. As much as 50% of the construction of the 300 

l/s sewer station with a capacity of 360m3 and the 420 

l/s stormwater station with a capacity of 230m3 has been 

accomplished, while 60% of the fire and irrigation pump 

station building that combines 460m3 fire tanks and 1240m3 

irrigation tanks has also been completed. 

As an integrated, specialised development, Dubai Maritime 

City aims to stimulate substantial growth and development in 

the emirate, reinforcing the UAE’s preeminent global economic 

status. With efficient and sustainable infrastructure, the project 

will add significant value to the maritime industry and support 

the expansion of the business community in the country.

But when it comes to the companies operating in the region, 

how have they fared against the COVID-19 backdrop.



According to Biji Joseph, Director of prominent ship 

supplier Middle East Fuji, the Dubai marine services sector 

went through a tough time in the peak of the lockdown in 

2020.  Dubai Dry Docks, which is one of the most important 

maritime infrastructure operations in UAE, had fewer ships 

docking with them in the second quarter of 2020 due to travel 

restrictions.  However, a commendable turnaround happened 

in the industry from the third quarter of 2020.  

“The UAE is one of the first countries to allow crew change. 

Removal of quarantine requirements in Dubai helped to 

boost the dry-docking activity in UAE.  Cargo ships continued 

operating and most importantly, Dubai Ports World recorded 

anincrease in turnover in 2020, which gives a clear indication 

that Dubai has a robust maritime industry, which survived the 

pandemic and came out stronger.  As Dubai will host the Expo 

2020 (Expo 2021, if they rename it), the cargo and passenger 

movement will increase this year. Solving the Qatar blockade is 

another major boost for UAE Maritime Industry, as UAE ports 

have now started welcoming ships owned and operated by 

Qatari companies.” 

He added: “As the UAE is one of the top countries in the 

vaccination drive against Corona Virus, tourism and related 

activities will be increased in 2021 and beyond, which will boost 

the maritime service industry here as well.  The major threat 

ahead of us is the political issue between the US and the Iran 

governments.  If there is any fallout between Iran and the US, 

the UAE maritime industry will be the first one to be affected. 

If the virus infection rate increase or if the country needs to 

go through another lockdown, the maritime industry will also 

be affected.  Another major threat is trade sanctions at global 

level, which we hope will only reduce from now onwards.  

“The UAE started its vaccination drive from December 

2020 and is on top in the per population vaccination chart.  

Dubai receives people from around the globe without 

quarantine, as long as they have negative PCR test results. We 

can already see a rebound in the UAE tourism and hospitality 

sectors and this is definitely going to get better. UAE ports, 

being hub ports in the region, will continue benefiting from the 

increase cargo movement across the globe. The UAE has also 

created the infrastructure for vaccine storage and distribution, 

to be part of the global vaccine supply chain,” he said.

As Rania Tadros, Managing Partner of INCE’s Dubai 

office, told SMI, the work is there and the lawyers are 

very busy. Surprisingly, not only with contentious matters 

for its clients, but also for non-contentious commercial 

matters. In addition to this, INCE is also handling a 

numerous amount of debt collection and default matters 

on behalf of our clients. 

 “There are more opportunities amongst our clients’ 

business with mergers and acquisitions as smaller players in 

the market seek to grow. I would say the threats and pressures 

appear on cash flow and cash management,” she said.

But what of the COVID-19 pandemic? How difficult has it 

been to work through this crisis?

Rania again: “Like most industries we have been 

under pressure from not knowing what tomorrow will 

bring, however, the legal business has, in our case, 

fared reasonably well and we have seen a regular, in 

fact increased, business flow over the last 12 months, in 

particular on the contentious side of the business. Our 

business has adapted well to the need to go online and to 

have matters dealt with remotely. We are lucky to be able to 

work from anywhere and to have an office that is set up in a 

way that allows those who wish to attend to continue to do 

so as we are not open plan.

“This year has also made us realise that our relationships 

with our clients are well established as such that we were able 

to maintain the relationships through online meetings until face 

to face meetings were permitted again. We have also realised 

the importance of good working relationship amongst all 

our staff as that has been instrumental in ensuring continued 

performance. Our priority for 2021 is to stay safe and focus on 

continuing to grow our service offering to clients looking to 

do business in the UAE and the wider region and also clients 

based in the region looking out. Our aim is to ensure that we 

can cater to all of our clients’ legal needs within the maritime 

industry in the region and support them through the good and 

the bad times. 

Rania Tadros, Managing Partner of INCE’s Dubai office

There are more opportunities amongst our clients’ business 
with mergers and acquisitions as smaller players in the market 
seek to grow. I would say the threats and pressures appear 
on cash flow and cash management

Dubai Special Report
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Robert Lawrence, 
Partner and Head  
of Trade & 
Transportation - Middle 
East, Clyde & Co

“We also recognise the 

importance of the Saudi 

market and are working to 

establish a presence there as 

soon as possible so watch this 

space,” she added. 

Fellow lawyer Robert 

Lawrence, Partner and Head 

of Trade & Transportation 

- Middle East, Clyde & 

Co., added to the debate: 

“Competition has created 

significant pressure across the 

entire marine services market, 

resulting in some companies 

pulling out of the market while others deciding to merge 

for survival – we have seen this in the insurance sector and 

across the marine and engineering consultancy space. 

Notwithstanding this, as a global maritime hub Dubai 

remains relatively resilient. 

“The legal services market is no different. It is a 

saturated market with competition coming from the 

traditional private sector, freelance lawyers and to the 

quickly expanding in-house legal function. As the market 

contracts in some areas there is a threat and pressure on 

those roles which involve a level of duplication and which 

can be done either in-house or outsourced to someone 

already performing one of the other services which cannot 

be replaced. With companies keeping a closer eye on 

their P&L accounts, we are seeing a greater appetite 

for litigation as every dollar needs to be accounted for 

whereas in the boom times there seems to have been 

greater flexibility and discretion when it came to chasing 

debts. This is not only being seen from a shipowner / 

shipoperator position, but also from marine insurers as they 

start to embrace the concept of subrogated recoveries,” 

he said.

But as Mr Lawrence contended, some companies 

do not necessarily always have the resources to fund 

litigation and therefore they are looking for alternative 

fee structures, whether it be in the form of contingency 

fee arrangements (No Cure No Fee) or the involvement of 

litigation funders on the larger disputes. As he said, this is a 

real growth area going forward.

The world is now starting to look post COVID-19, 

but how is Dubai and the UAE gearing itself up to take 

advantage of the opportunities that will be there?

Robert Lawrence again: “It is still difficult to say 

at this stage but there are certainly some interesting 

developments and projects on the horizon. The UAE is no 

doubt poised to maximise opportunities arising from post 

COVID-19 events including an eventual increase in tourism 

http://www.capitallinkforum.com
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arising from EXPO 2021 and the FIFA World Cup in 2022, 

assuming these are not delayed. A part of this tourism 

drive will be focused on the cruise industry and it will be 

intriguing to see how this rebounds post COVID-19. 

“These large social events will result in increased 

capacity and tourism. The hospitality industry will be 

under pressure resulting in increased employment 

opportunities and more stringent socialising rules. Legal 

services may be needed to draft rules, regulations and 

operating procedures while working alongside government 

authorities and companies to develop health & safety 

procedures, rules of best practice and codes of conduct.

 “Away from tourism will be the increased trade 

between the Gulf countries, including Qatar following the 

recent lifting of the blockade. This can only benefit local 

shipowners / shipoperators and it will bring an inevitable 

boost to the local maritime hub,” he added.

How has the pandemic affected the legal community – 

and to what extent has your business flow been expected 

and what will be your priorities for 2021?

“The pandemic has led to a degree of fragmentation 

in the legal community, like many others. Restricted 

access to social gatherings with competitors, business 

partners and clients created a need to establish contact 

through alternative means whether it be webinars, online 

training, video calls and the like. While an element of this 

will continue there is still an underlying need for social 

interaction in order to develop those key relationships, 

which is the foundation for many businesses,” he said. 

But as he concluded: “The pandemic should ultimately 

make the legal community more efficient and cost effective 

by embracing new working habits and operating models. 

An element of flexi and remote working can help to 

manage costs and profitability, the benefits of which can be 

passed on to the client.”

Simon Doran, Managing Director of HullWiper, added 

to the debate: “While we cannot yet say that Dubai is 

in its post COVID-19 phase, it has managed to keep life 

comparatively normal with air corridors (a restricted route 

specified for use by aircraft), travellers supporting the 

economy, measures taken to facilitate crew changes for 

shipping, and more. This makes the UAE an attractive 

option, as long as everyone respects that COVID-19 

precautions must be adhered to.

“The UAE managed to able to implement measures and 

stay at least two steps ahead of the rest of the world, and 

that makes it even more attractive as a preferred option 

for the shipping industry for crew changes, ship supply, 

and maintenance support facilities. HullWiper’s priority for 

2021 is global expansion, supporting activities where we 

are already established and staying ahead of the game – or 

perhaps even two steps ahead,” he said. l

Dubai Special Report
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At a time when some 60% of Middle Eastern 

companies report that they are now 

actively investing in digital technologies, 

digitalised vessels have a competitive advantage 

when it comes to adapting to challenges and 

optimising business opportunities. 

IEC Telecom, one of the leading international 

providers of satellite telecommunication services, 

has been established in Dubai since 1997 and has 

witnessed first-hand the development of digitalisation 

in the region. The company finds being based in the 

United Arab Emirates, one of the top 20 most digitally 

advanced economies in the world, very beneficial 

when developing its cutting-edge communications 

tools for tomorrow’s maritime industry.

“Today we are experiencing a significantly higher 

demand for digital solutions across the whole maritime 

sector and we are well-positioned to deliver these. 

In its capacity as one of the world’s leading maritime 

hubs (and predicted to be in the top five by 2024), 

Dubai is strategically important for us,” said Nabil Ben 

Soussia,  CEO for Asia, Middle East & CIS, IEC Telecom 

Group. “Dubai offers an ideal environment in which to 

introduce innovations. 

“In 2019 we launch our OneGate network 

management system from here, while in 2020 

we presented our Orion Edge V solution to the 

MENA region. We are now working on a new set 

of applications, aiming to support vessels in their 

transition towards meeting the IMO’s 2021 cyber 

security standards. Once again, these services are now 

being tested in Dubai, prior to the global launch.”

In its Dubai 

Industrial Strategy 

2030, the Dubai 

Government has 

identified the 

maritime sector as 

one of its six priority 

sectors. Dubai’s Maritime City Authority is leading the 

implementation of the Maritime Sector Strategy to 

develop, regulate and promote its maritime sector. 

The strategy forecasts that Dubai’s total GDP will 

increase by 160 billion dirhams. In the maritime sector, 

the strategy aims to capitalise on the status of DP 

World as one of the largest port operators in the world. 

IEC Telecom notes that forward-thinking Middle East 

port operators are turning to the Internet of Things to 

drive value in the digital economy, which is estimated 

to grow to a value of $14 trillion by 2030. 

Vessel owners, on other hand, are motivated 

to go digital now! Nabil Ben Soussia comments: 

“With IMO 2021 regulations now in force, 

disregarding cyber security on board may render 

a vessel “unseaworthy”. Proper establishment of 

the onboard network, as well as the introduction 

of a clear cyber policy defining accessibility levels 

and user protocols, are of paramount importance in 

ensuring sustainable connectivity and the resultant 

continuity of business operations”.

With a digitalised world now inevitable, the digital 

economy has grown two and a half times faster than 

global GDP over the past 15 years. It is now worth 

$11.5 trillion globally, equivalent to 15.5% of the 

global GDP. The global digital transformation market 

is predicted to grow to $1,009.8 billion by 2025, 

and organisations in the Middle East and Africa are 

expected to spend $30 billion (Dh110.1bn) on digital 

transformation this year. 

Mr Ben Soussia observed: “For maritime and 

offshore businesses, digitalisation represents 

the future. Connected vessels were able to 

continue operations even in times of port closure 

during early stages of the pandemic. Investing 

in development of the onboard network is the 

only way to remain competitive and Dubai’s 

maritime sector provides a great example of such 

transformation.” l

Dubai Special Report

Forward thinking Dubai proves 
ideal location for leading 
satcom provider IEC Telecom



» Max-imum sound

Apple has launched its first noise-cancelling, over-ear headphones 
– the AirPods Max - which bring the magic of AirPods to an over-
ear design with high-fidelity sound. 
AirPods Max combine a custom acoustic design, H1 chips, and 
advanced software to power computational audio for a break-
through listening experience with Adaptive EQ, Active Noise 
Cancellation, Transparency mode, and spatial audio. 
They come in a choice of five gorgeous colours, including space 
grey, silver, sky blue, green, and pink.

Apple AirPods Max
£549
apple.com/uk 

» Signature ring

This signature piece from Cartier is a wonderful addition for any 
jewellery collection, and also a good investment.

The Trinity ring was conceived by Louis Cartier in 1924 and remains 
one of the Maison’s most iconic pieces of jewellery. Encrusted with 

an array of sparkling pavé-set diamonds, this exquisite design is 
comprised of three interlaced and mobile bands of 18-karat white, 

yellow and rose gold.

Cartier Trinity de Cartier Pavé Diamond Ring
£29,700

harrods.com

» Double delight

Italian coachbuilder Zagato is marking its centenary with the V12 Zagato 

Heritage Twins - an exclusive pair of rebodied Aston Martin models, which 

will be limited to just 19 sets.

The limited-edition versions of the 2011 Vantage V12 Zagato celebrate the 

British brand’s 60-year partnership with the Italian styling house.

Based on the Vantage V12 S, the Twins will be built by Warwick-based 

bespoke manufacturer R-Reforged. Each pair, costing £1.75 million, 

comprises a Coupé and a Speedster variant – the revived Vantage V12 

Zagato Coupe looks almost identical to the original model while the 

brand-new Speedster variant draws inspiration from the Vanquish Zagato 

Speedster of 2017.

R-Reforged Aston Martin V12 Zagato Heritage Twins
£1.75 million
r-reforged.com

Objects of desire
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» From a Galaxy far, far away…

The URWERK EMC Stormtrooper is the latest creation from the high-
end Swiss watch brand and joins the firm’s UR-Chronometry collection. 
Inspired by the iconic uniforms of Star Wars’s generic baddies, the 

watch features that same colours, through its white ceramic case 
and matte black surfaces on the dial. Powering the Stormtrooper 

is the calibre UR-EMC2, which controls the separate indications 
on the dial. On the dial, the wearer will see the hours and minutes 
dial, 80-hour power reserve indicator, seconds dial, and precision 

and amplitude indicators. 
Just five pieces will be created.

URWERK EMC Stormtrooper Watch
$127,700

urwerk.com

» Super speakers

Bugatti’s supercars are some of most eye-catching on the market. 
Now the company is extending them to the living room with the 
Royale speaker, a built-in collaboration with Tidal Audio.
The speaker comes in two models — Monocoque and Duotone 
— with different colour combinations, and are made from materi-
als such as carbon fibre, leather, stainless steel, and precious met-
als to make them look and feel as premium as the cars. They pack 
in powerful amplifiers as well as four subwoofers per speaker and 
a three-way front unit with a midrange and tweeter with diamond 
diaphragms. The speakers will be available in two launch guises, 
Edition Noir and Edition Blanc, each limited to only 15 pairs.

Bugatti X Tidal Audio Royale Speaker
Price tba
bugatti.com

» Iconic eyewear

Seen on the face of Matt Damon in his role of Carroll Shelby in 
Ford v Ferrari (or in some countries, Le Mans ’66), Entourage 

of 7’s Beacon 1020 sunglasses are a screen-worthy addition to 
your style arsenal. 

The sunglasses made by Entourage of 7 sport two dice showing 
the total number of 7 at each temple hinge. They’re also worn 

by Michael Douglas in The Kominsky Method, an example 
of their timeless versatility. They are handmade in Japan of 

translucent Zyl acetate made from cotton and supported by 
titanium hinges with double rivets, then finished with nylon 

anti-reflective backcoated G-15 Green lenses. Each arrives with 
a leather case that folds flat for easy storage.

Matt Damon’s Ford v Ferrari Sunglasses
$319

uncrate.com
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Review
Peril at Sea and Salvage: A 
Guide for Masters. 
Sixth Edition
Witherby Publishing Group

Fall: The Mystery of Robert 
Maxwell
By John Preston

The shipping industry has made great progress in the last 20 years in 

its goal to eliminate accidents, but the sea remains a challenging place 

to operate. When an emergency happens, the ship’s Master takes 

responsibility for dealing with the situation, acting decisively to protect 

lives and prevent or minimise damage to the ship, environment and cargo.

A standard reference for Masters for 40 years, this new edition of Peril at 

Sea and Salvage: A Guide for Masters reflects major changes that have 

taken place in the shipping industry since the last edition was published.

It outlines the actions a Master should take when confronted with an 

emergency: from the initial assessment and immediate actions, through to 

towage or salvage arrangements, as may be necessary.

From the bestselling author of A Very English Scandal, this is the jaw-dropping 

life story of the notorious business tycoon Robert Maxwell.

In February 1991, the media mogul and former MP Robert Maxwell made 

a triumphant entrance into Manhattan harbour aboard his yacht, the Lady 

Ghislaine, to complete his purchase of the ailing New York Daily News. But 

just 10 months later, Maxwell disappeared from the same yacht off the Canary 

Islands, only to be found dead in the water soon afterward.

Maxwell was the embodiment of Britain’s post-war boom. Born an Orthodox 

Jew, he had escaped the Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia, fought in World 

War 2, and was decorated for his heroism with the Military Cross. He went on 

to become a Labour MP and an astonishingly successful businessman, owning 

a number of newspapers and publishing companies. But on his death, his 

empire fell apart, as long-hidden debts and unscrupulous dealings came to 

light. Within a few days, Maxwell was being reviled as the embodiment of greed and corruption. No one had ever fallen so far and 

so quickly.

In this gripping book, John Preston delivers the definitive account of Maxwell’s extraordinary rise and scandalous fall.
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books, theatre, dining, events, culture, films, festival, music, art, dvd, wine

Greenfields: The Gibb Brothers 
Songbook Vol. 1
Barry Gibb & Friends
Universal Music

Pierchic
Dubai
pierchic.comThe only surviving member of the Bee 

Gees, Barry Gibb, has got together 

with some of his musical friends to 

release this new album, Greenfields: 

The Gibb Brothers Songbook Vol. 1. 

The album will include new renditions 

of some of Bee Gees’ biggest hits that 

Barry Gibb has re-recorded with of the world’s biggest country artists - including 

Dolly Parton, Keith Urban, Olivia Newton-John and Sheryl Crow.

Gibb, the co-creator of the peerless Bee Gees song catalogue, is a lifelong fan 

of country and bluegrass, and has long dreamed of collaborating with some of 

the greatest names in those styles.

Set on a pier jutting out into the 

Arabian Gulf, Pierchic is said to be 

Dubai’s most romantic restaurant.

It offers some of Dubai’s finest 

seafood, and has previously been 

recognised as Time Out Dubai’s 

Best Seafood Restaurant. Diners 

can enjoy an intimate dinner of 

modern European seafood dishes 

alfresco, while taking in the views 

of the Arabian Gulf from over-

water dining tables. 

The restaurant is located at the end 

of a pier at the illustrious Jumeirah 

Al Qasr hotel, where guests will be 

transported via a rickshaw. 

The à la carte menu includes 

such delights as Catalan style 

lobster and seafood pasta.

Natural History Museum – Virtual 
Visit
nhm.ac.uk

Like many top attractions around the globe, the 

world-famous Natural History Museum in London is 

currently closed to the public but that doesn’t mean 

you can’t take a visit – you can, from the comfort of 

your own home.

The museum is offering a virtual self-guided tour of 

the galleries, an interactive experience about Hope 

the blue whale and audio guides narrated by Sir 

David Attenborough.

Stroll around the Fantastic Beasts™: The Wonder of 

Nature exhibition, where you can step into an online 

world full of fantastic real-life and magical beasts or 

take a deep dive into the life of a blue whale, exploring the rich history of Hope, the 

blue whale suspended from the ceiling in Hintze Hall. In this online interactive, see 

what her life was like in the ocean, find out how she got to her home in the Museum 

and get a behind-the-scenes peek of the Museum’s collections.

Or why not go on a virtual tour of the Museum? Google Arts & Culture gives you 

access to 300,000 specimens within the Museum’s collections, along with 14 digital 

exhibitions, virtual tours and an interactive gigapixel photo (so enormous you can 

zoom in on the tiniest detail) of Hintze Hall’s gilded canopy. 

http://pierchic.com
http://nhm.ac.uk
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Smaller premium SUVs are enjoying a surge of popularity and they don’t 

come much more prestigious than having a Jaguar badge on the grille.

The F-Pace might be a little on the large side for your needs, but its 

smaller sibling E-Pace is no less attractive to look at, drives reasonably well and 

there’s plenty of choice.

It’s the smallest car on sale in Jaguar’s SUV line-up but still offers a decent 

amount of interior space, with four-wheel drive underneath.

There are a fair few others fighting for sales in this sector, notably BMW’s 

X1 and X2, Audi’s Q3 and the Volvo XC40. You can probably add the Range 

Rover Evoque to that list.

Don’t look on the E-Pace as a shrunken F-Pace though. It’s got its own 

distinctive proportions with its shorter front and rear overhangs and low 

roofline to the rear. 

The E-Pace range is made up of standard, S, SE and HSE trims, and all can 

be upgraded with an R-Dynamic pack that adds a sportier look inside and out. 

Power comes from 2.0 litre Ingenium petrol and diesel engines, badged 

P200, P250 and P300 or D150, D180 and D240.
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Front-wheel drive features on the D150 in standard 

and S guises, but the rest of the range is four-wheel drive, 

which you’ll feel through the chunkier responses as the 

Jaguar moves along, and which predictably gives you a bit 

more traction.

The Chequered Flag edition sampled here adds 

a panoramic roof and motorsport heritage-inspired 

design flourishes.

Inside the dash layout is user friendly, utilising a lot of 

existing Jaguar switchgear. Took me a little while to work 

my way through the various controls and functions on the 

steering wheel but I found the head up display in the end, 

which is a £920 option.

There’s a decent central screen, a good commanding 

driving position in firm but comfortable leather seats with 

plenty of adjustment to the steering wheel, and a big 

panoramic sunroof that lets light into what could otherwise 

be a fairly dark interior.

Legroom is more than acceptable though tall 

passengers may be a bit restricted if the driver also has 

long legs.

You sit farther from the road than you do in some rivals 

and there’s plenty of steering wheel and seat adjustment. It 

gets 10-way electrically adjustable seats from S trim up.

The dashboard layout is fairly conventional by the class 

standards. Proper physical buttons and dials as fitted here 

are less distracting to use than a touchscreen when you’re 

driving and you soon get used to them.

HSE versions and above come with a 12.3in digital 

instrument cluster that replaces conventional analogue dials 

behind the steering wheel. This can place lots of useful 

information right in front of you, including fuel economy 

statistics and sat nav directions.

You can always rely on a Jaguar to deliver in the 

handling department, and even though this is taller and 

heavier than some of its rivals it does stay pretty well 

upright through corners, only showing signs of dissent 

when you’re in Dynamic mode and pushing along. It 

proves even more responsive and makes it quite rewarding 

to drive rather than just ambling along. There’s a firm feel 

and poor surfaces will make it a bit jiggly but a decent 

road will highlight its attributes.

Around town, the steering can feel quite heavy, though 

the electric power assisted steering helps out here. 

There’s been a lot more traffic around than there should 

have been during the current COVID restrictions for the 

E-Pace to cope with, but it ticked the boxes in all situations, 

and along faster, winding roads, that weight in the steering 

actually gives you confidence.

All versions come with a rear-view camera, along with 

front and rear parking sensors. Upgrade to SE trim or 

above and you’ll get a 360deg parking aid that displays a 

graphic on the infotainment system to indicate how close 

you are to obstacles around you. Handy when that sloping 

rear end and big C pillar makes rear three quarter viewing 

a bit restricted. l

Jaguar E-PACE D180 Chequered Flag

Price: £40,800  
(£47,435 as tested)
Engine: 2.0 litre,  
four cylinder, turbo diesel

Power: 177bhp
Torque: 317lb/ft
Transmission: 8 speed  
automatic

Top speed: 127mph
0-60mph: 8.6 seconds
Economy: 39.5mpg
CO2 emissions: 158g/km

£

wheelwrite.co.uk

http://wheelwrite.co.uk
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